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ABSTRACT. 
Traditional theories of vocational choice, ouch as 

Ginzberg et al., Super, Roe, and Holland, assume or imply 
that vocational choice is a. process continuing for a 
number of' yeG.rs, in which the n ;mber of choices made 

becomes les€ with increasing age, and these choices 
become more realistic~ Aleo the outcome of this process 
is of vital importance to the life and well-being of the 
individual. A number of problems are inherent in such 
assumptions .. 

Because most of the research in this area has failed 
to adequately define what is meant by vocational choice, 
or to make distinctions between the kinds of jobs an 
individual would like, and e.ctually expects to end up 
doing, then the discussions about the number and basis in 
reality of stated vocational choicer: are pointless. It 
ha.a been found that one author's definition of vocational 
choice has been quite different from another's and yet 
their discuseions would suggest they were the same. 

Theor1ec which assume that a vocational choice, and 
indeed work itself, is important in the lives of 
individuals need to be carefully re-examined. A growing 
body of evidence suggests that with such factors as 
automation and increaoing leisure time many people are 
turning to non-work aspects of their lives for fulfilment. 

The precent study reviews the literature concerning 
these aspects and investigates the vocational choices of 
a sample of 646 males and females aged 11 to 17 years. 

A distinction wae made between vocational attainment, 
vocational choice, vocatim1al preference and vocational 
aspiration .. Vocational attainment was the job actually 
entered,. Vocational choice was the job that was expected 
to be entered .. Vocational preference wac a job liked, 
but for some reason or reason~, was not expected to be 

entered .. Vocational aspiration was the job liked, 
assuming there were no obstacles to its entry .. 
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'l'he number and kinds of choices, preferenceF and 
aspirationr were studied, as well as the number and 
kinds of reasone given .. Differences in results between 
males and females were sought,. 

EeeultE suggest that young people can dietinguish 
between vocational choices, vocational preferences and 

vocational aepirationr ae oarly as age 11. ~he number 
of selections in each age/E;ex group waP few* but there 

were many and varied kindE:: selectec.. There were few 

reasons given, but a variety of kindE: of reasons., 
fignificant differences were found between the reEUlts 
of males and females, pr,rticularly in the kinds of jobs 
selected a£ choices and the !r...indr:z of reasons given for 
ther:e. 

It was concluded that the data indicated that 
choices ttre realistic from an early age', and therefore 
there is not a gradual reduction in the number of choicet' 
made with increaEing age. Alco, since the choice is 
made quite eDrly, it doe1:; not have a grePt significance 

in the live£ of many adolescents. Considering that work 
appeare to be going to have lees importance in people's 
lives in the future, perhaps vocational couneellors need 
to be concerned more with counselling on P.tyles· of life, 

rather than simply on eventual job attainment. 
Implications for vocational theoriec: are d1Ecussed. 
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I?,'l1RODUCTION. 

Currentlyt theories of vocational choice are at a 
turning point. The flurry ot activity 1n this area, 
following in the wake of the pronouncements of Ginzberg 
ot a1 •• nearly 25 years ago, has resulted in a great 
diversity of theorizing. However, there is considerable 
evidence to suggest that these theories are not adequate 
to meet present needs, and will certainly not meet those 
or the future. 

There are three main areas of concern. The first 
is the emphasis which the theories place on the importance, 
in the lives of children, or making a vocational choice. 
The second is the extent to which these choices are 
considered to be based on reality. And thirdly, there ie 
the con1Diderable confusion about what a vocational choice 
is .. 

In a changing world situation, where there is a 
growing trend towards more leisure and less work, it was 
felt that there would be an increased interest in leisure 
activities, and a reduction in the importance or work in 
the lives of children. The latter would be reflected in 
an early realistic decision about a vocation, because a 
child learns from his own world, at a young age, those 
factors which are most determinative in attaining a job1 

Since attaining is different from choosing, preferring 
and aspiring, distinctions between these kinda of 
vocational selections were deemed necessary. 

The ability of individuals to function in the future 
societies envisioned by such writere as Warnath (1975), 
depende on the kinds of l~fe styleg developed today. 
These will include vocations* but it is felt that 
vocational choice theories need to seek new directions. 
not based almost solely on work as in the past, but on 
the whole life of the individual. 

It was in thie context that the present literature 
review and survey of thece areas or concern was conducted. 
It was felt they would give some evidence to indicate 



which way vocational choice theories should turn. to 
meet future needs. 
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Crites (1969) in hie survey of vocational 
psychology, claaeities the major theories of vocational 
choice under three general headings. These are non
paychological.1 psychological and general~ The non
psychological theories are the accident, economic and 
sociological theories. These imply that an 1.nditlclual 
enters a vocation solely because of environmental 
factors which are 1n oparation. They deal respectively 
with chance or contingency factors, the laws ot supply 
and demand, and the folkways and institutions of society. 

The psychologic~l theories of vocational choice 
place emphasis on the individual as a vital variable in 
the process of making a vocational choice. These theories 
assume the individual. does have some freedom of choice. 
Crites lists four major types of psychological theories~ 
These are trait and factor, psychodynamic, developmental, 
and decision making, According to Crites• each of these 
emphasizee a different aspect of the behaviour of the 
ind1Vidual as the basic factor in choice. 

General theories of vocational choice are, according 
to Crites, those which recognize that many factors may 
a!fect choice• and which attempt to outline the 
interaction or these factors in determining the indi.vidual's 
preferences for occupations and how they impinge upon 
the ocoupation•s selection of individuals. These theories 
are the interdisciplinary conceptions of vocational 
choice as outlined by Blau et• al. (19%), a general 
dovelopmental interpretation of vocational choice euch 
as that or Super (1957), and a typological theory of 
vocational choice as outlined by Holland (1973)-

Crites feels that the most predominant and 
influential theories have been the psychological, 
particularly the aelf theory (psychodynamic) and 
developmental theories or a combination ot them. The 
theories which appear to have had the most innuence in 
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psychology seem to fall into these categories. They 
are the theories ot Ginzberg et ali (1951), Super (1953), 
Roe (t956) and Holland (1973), 

Ginzberg et al. (1951) pointed out that vocational 
couneellors were attempting to couneel without any 
theory ae to how vocational choices were made. Crites 
(1969) eitee the work of Carter in the £ort1ee as evidence 
that this was not quite so, but concedes that the work 
or Ginzberg et al. was the first real attempt to make an 
explicit theory. Ginzberg et al. stated that the basic 
elements in their theory or occupational choice were 
that it is a process, the process is largely irrevereible, 
and that compromise is an essential aepect of every 
choice. They believed that, 

••occupational choice is a process that takes place 
over a minimum or six or seven years• and more 
typically, over ten years or more. Second, since 
each decision during adolescence is related to 
one's experience up to that pointt and in turn has 
an influence on the future, the process or decision
making is basically irrevoroible. Finally, since 
occupational choice involves the balancing of a 
series of subjective elementE with the opportunities 
and limitations or reality, the crystallization ot 
occupational choiee inevitably has the quality of 
a compromise." (p~198}. 

The underlying belief of their approach was the premise 
that occupational choice was a developmental process 
involving deci~ion~mald.ng. This could be divided•into 
three periods• fantasy. tentative and realistic 
choices. These periods were approximately from ages 2-10, 
10-17 and 17•21 respectivelyi In each period there was 
an increased tendency to make realistic choices. 

The theory has been criticized for being inadequate 
by Super (1953), in terms of research design, numbers in 
the basic study, definition of choice, and because it 
does not adequately build on previous work or descrlbe 
the compromise process. However, it's significance lies 
in the fact that it was the first real attempt at a 
cohosive theory. 

Supor c1.d his associates. (1953, 1957t 1961a, 1961b, 



1962, 1970), have maue UEe of the wori-... of Ginzberg et 
al. (1951), as well as others, and prerent vocational 
development as an ongoing, continuous and generally 

·irrever~ible process. For Super the caroer process is 
a compromiee within which is operatin6 hi~ main 
construct, the development anc: i:mplementation of the 
self-concept. Super & Bohn (1970) write or the 'choosing 
person• as 

"one whoce selt-concent and whoee underetandina 
of the world around bi!!t guide his decisions as he 
seeks self-actualization ••• Self-concepte are formed 
in early experiences with other people and with 
life situationa; they are translated into 
occupational preferences through identification, 
experience, and observation. They are implemented 
in educational and occupational choices and 
modified by the resulting experiences. Situational 
determinants particularly relevant to the self are 
the role expectations of others, which are 
incorporated into the self-concept after 
modi'fication by the individual's perception of 
them. 0 (p,.152). 

However, this self-actualization process does not appear 

, to be necessarily a satisfying, fulfilling one, supportive 

of one•s.self-concept. 
Super introduced the concept of vocational maturity 

which suggefta that as the individual matures vocationally, 
he passes through a seriee ot life et~ges, and each one 
of there corresponds to some phaE:e in the development 
of the individual's self-concept, Super (195?). He 

has attempted to integrate research and theoretical 
considerations, but his emrhaei$ hae been on the way in 
wbich the social environment can be manipulated a.nd used 
by the individual, rather than a concern with the way in 
which the social environment structures and influences 

the situations open to the individual. 
Roe and her associates. (1956, 1957, 1966), see the 

individual aa an integrated and organized whole, who 
ehould be classified according to his goals or needst 
whether they are conscious or not. She traces the 
individual's early psychosexual experiences, particularly 
those in the family and traces their effects on the 
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formation of needs and the patterning of psychic energy .. 
She sees an occupation as a primary eource of need 
EatiBfaction and arranges these goals or needs in a 

hierarchy of prepotency as defined by Maslow (1954). 
?ince, for many people in most Western com:tries, the 

majority of low level needs, such as physiological snd 
safety needs are sntiefied, according to Roe, it is the 
higher level need:::, such a::: the neede for esteem and 
self-actualization which are moct important in motivating 
vocational behaviour, particularly self-actualization. 

From her rather unsysteme.tic approach r::he selects 
r·epreis-entatives from various vocational fields and 

differentiate£ their perconality characteristics and 
needs. However, Roe does not rel2te specific needs to 
specific occupations. Inctead she notes that any 

occupation may serve to satisfy m::,edc at a. given level. 

Another theorict who has had considerable influence 
i.s Holland. Holland 0959, 1973) preeentr a theory 

which aeeumeg that at the time a perr-on chooi:::es his 

vocation he i£ a product of hiE heredity and his 
environment. Holland (1973) summarizeF his theory as 
follows., 

11 1 • Ill our culture, ~O!;:t personv can be categorized 
as one of six types: realistic, investigative, 
artistic, social, enterprieing, or conventional. 

2. There are six kinds of cnviron~ents: realietic, 
investigative, artic:tic. social, enterprif::!ing, 
and conventional. 

3. People search for environments that will let 
them exerciee their skille and abilities, express 
their attitudes and values, and take on agreeable 
problems end roles. 

4. A pareon's behaviour is determined by an 
interaction between his personality and the 
characteristics of his environment.u (pp. 2-4). 

rrhue, the choice of an occupation ie: an expre£sive 

act refle<:ting the individual 1 1: motivations, knowledge 
of the occupation in queEtion, his in12:I-ght and 
underf:tanding of himself, his personality and his 

abilitiee. lhe theory ha£' itF. £hortcomin£;E", such as 

the fact that hie subjectr:. are mainly a very homogeneous 

group of college students, none of his work carries 

--~--~---~-----------~-----



over to people actually on the job, and it has little 
support. Holland (1973, p.viii) notes this when he 
states "we may be wrongt but we are clear11• 

All theae theories seem to make either or both of 
the following assumptione about vocations. Firstly, 
vocational choice, as part of overall development and 
vocational development, is a process continuing for 
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a number of years. Secondly, this process of vocational 
choice, and particularly its eventual outcome is some 
vitally important aspect of the individual's life, and 
essential for his well-being. Such acsumptiona are not 
neceFearily so, and for many people a vocational choice 
and its eventual atta1nment 1 may not be such an important 
factor in their lives, 



Chanter 2. 
The Import_l c, . ,.. 
It hat been notE-d by Crites (1969) that the 

l!Eelection of an occupation can be conceptualized 
aE~ a proce2s made up of a f·erier0 of t choice a.etc• 
which te.kes place over a con~iderable ur:rioc: 0f 
tir.1e, UEUally during th::. 10 ye&rf:· fron- the end of 
childhood to the beginnint of youth, anc: which 
largely ter1:iinater., when the individual enter:· an 
0 ,. .. ,..U...,::l+· -SOU II (p 1 r:.t:.,) 

WV~-~~ • • // • 

~uch a view ic counter to that which holde that choicee 
are juct suddenly made. 

Aucubel 0954), wr·itc2 of d(.::velopmental changer in 

vocation21 choice. Gesell et ai. (1956), include 

vocation anci career ar: part oi the "growing €°elf''. 

· imperley (197L,), havinf; revi2wece,; the g(,neral theoretical 

spprou.ch.::c to occupational choice, conei0erei that r<1ther 

than "occupationDl choice!!* the term "occupational 

cliviu proccr:c11 it· :r.or-E: menninrsful, re fleeting the fa.ct 

thD t it covert· the wholE, proce r,r of movement of 

indi vicuaJ.r- through the ec!.ucationril system and then 

"into anc through the c:1~ployment sy!:'tem, Dnt: allowE'. 
for tma.lysi£ of the fact. which influence the rate 
a11c, (irection of this movmnent. '1:'hur- the concept 
of occurational choice iE .1ot re &tricted.... it 
refer~ to carec:r decisionc and patternf· throughout 
the life cycle." (pp. 95-96). -
~.uffice to r,ay that this it;: a widely held ar:·r umption 

1-'.any peoplE1 such ae Layton et al. (1971) eugger·t that 

the end re.rul t of thif vocational choice procE"rT ir. a 

vital anri integral part of an individual'£ lift::• It 
ir uue that throughout adoler·cr:-nce young people are 
eubjected to pre~~urer from parent~, teacherst peers 

and guidancf, councellorr, a: well ar others, to decide 

what to ~o when they leave school. Releace of ruch 
pref:~ure would be a plearr:nt e:-;_pcricncc. It may r·0em, 

aE 1~uller (1969) would hr,ve it that 11 the r tar:- of 

profci::;; ionnl life is th£• crovmin~ point o.f.' adolc1:·ctmce.," 

(p.234)" 

.Jther :people expreG!'. this view. Kiell (1964), writes 
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that in all cultures, the primary statue of the individual 
is achieved through his occupational role. He notes 

"not until tho adolescent assumes a Productive 
occupational role is he generally considered to 
be an adult.u (p.656). 

Thus, for an adolescent; the question, •what shall I be?' 
really means •with whom shall I identity?• This is 
because central to the problem of vocational choice is 
the problem-oI identification, since in any culture, the 
bai:ie of identity formation is work mastery. i\ similar 
viewpoint 1~ taken by Deutscher (1968), who !eels that 

"the psychological consequence of involvement nth 
meaningful work, in concert with loving relationships 
at all developmental levels is the agent ot 
trancformation from immaturity to maturity, of the 
organization of intelligence into reaFon, and the 
basis of the capacity for converting immediate 
experience to understanding. Involvement with 
meaningful work helps to establish and mainta~n 
adult life in adult form .. " (p .. 883),. 
On a more pragmatic level, Best (1973), reels that 

"the importance of work is, and hae been moet 
pervasive; it determines what we produce, what we 
consume, how we live, and what type of society we 
create and perpetuate. 11 (p.1) .. 

He feels that even in the future the effecta of work 
activities on our live£ will be just as important as 
they are today. Levenstein (1975) believes work is 
meaningful, serves human needs and adds dignity and value 
to human existence. Rogers (1972a), feels that an 
individual•e occupation can modify his whole way of life, 
even down to the way he speaks 3nd dresses. Peters and 
Hansen (1971); note that work is a, 

"central activity of human eXistence and continues 
to be so deBpite threats of automation, over
population, underemployment, affluent lethargy, 
and confusion over appropriate and inappropiate 
welfare approaches.u (p .. 1) .. 

For Smart & Smart (1973) the choo~ing of and getting 
established in a vocation is a major concern of adolescents. 

However, there is a growing body of support, which 
suggesto that the two assumptions outlined above, are 
no longer applicable .. This evidence proposes that work 



ie no longer such an important factor in the lives ot 
a growing number or people, and it this is so, then the 
importance of vocational choice as a process will be 
greatly diminished. 

Even Best (1973) concedes that as society becomes 
more affluent, 

0 we can expect not only a widespread tendency to 
give up additional material goals in favour of non
material goals, but also a desire to integrate and 
balance our lives. 11 (p,3). 

This increosing desire to satisfy higher needs will, he 
feels, change the products and conditions of work. He 
expects that there will be strong efforts to make the 
activity of work itself a valued part of human experience~ 

Yet, such a view is ignoring the possibility that 
work could conceivably be or little significance for 
people. It ia an example of the lingering Puritan 
tradition ot work, Wright Mills (1973), ae a moral as well 
as a productive force. This is expressed in all the 
fears people have of the increased leisure expected as 
automation expands. Parker (19?1) 1 acknowledges that 
the quantity of leisure time is :lncreasing for many 
people, and working time is getting less. He adds, how
ever. that not everyone is participating in this 
leisure boom because some people are finding work as 
demanding as ever. This may be so, but perhaps the 
reason is not so much a love of work as a fear of leisure. 
Certainly more people need to be educated about leisure 
time and what to do with it. 

W~th the gradual reduction of working hours and 
the rising standard ot living, people do have more free 
time, Kreps & Spengler (1973), and greater resources 
to use it+ As a reSUlt of thie, work has become a less 
important aspect ot lite, as fun and leisure are losing 
their traditional stigma and becoming increasingly more 
respectable. Rogers (1972a) cites a number of studies 
which support this view- Adults are more playful and 

children are enjoyed more for their own sakes than as 



potential workers. Thie general attitude of parents 
baa had an etfect on children, who,&$ they grow older 
express an increased dislike for work. Many young 

people reflect this trend, preferring to enjoy a happy 

family life at the expense of pursuing work ae a core 
value in their lives. This represents more or less s 
complete reversal from traditional Weetern attitudes 
towards work, Rogers (1972b)., Roberts (1970), goes so 
as 

far/to suggest that rather than work infiueneing how 
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people use their leisure, it is possible nthat styles of 
life• attitudes and intere~ts that are based upon leisure 
may be exercising an influence upon industry itself." (p.,35)., 

He ci te1:: evidence that ae people groV! into adulthood 
they take on increasing involvements and commitments 
in society ~utside the work-place. This would explain 
the increased desire for security and stability of 
employment with age. Roberts also cites a study which 
round that how satisfied worker~ were with their jobs 
wac almost unrelated to how interesting they found the 
work. itself., 

"The sort of work they had choBen to do, and the way 
in which they reacted to it, were only comprehensible 
in terms of aspirations acquired outside the work
place, baced upon a desire to be able to s:pend free 
time and money in particular ways." (p .. 38). 

Certainly the relationship between worl~ and leisure is 

complex, but it is evident that a8 the amount of leisure 
increases, so must the amount of time spent on educating 
people to use it. 

Perhaps th~ most startling views are those of Childs 
( 1965) and '.1/arnath ( 1975). Childs feels that we are 
moving into a situation where increased automation is 
goi~g to result in large numberE of people who are 
willing to work, not being able to work, because there 
are no jobs available. He feels such a nroblem con only 
be resolved by education. As far as he is concerned, 

"preparation for freedom from toil in an economy 
of abundancevbere job opportunities are limited 
is just as reasonable an educational go~l as 





So far the discussion has involved looking at some 
theories of vocational choice, which are meant to be 
attempts to help people in their vocational choices. It 
has become evident that these theories are not necessarily 
effective and may even be developing in the wrong 
direction. Borow (1961) feels vocational theories are 
not sufficiently faithful to the logic of scientific 
inquiry .. Carkhuff (1969) 1 when discussing theories of 
vocational choice finds that none are adequate and that 
many appear 

"academic, almost operating independently of the 
practice of counseling that led to (their) 
emphasis in the first place,." (p.206) .. 

Carkhuff finds the theories lacking, and like Warnath 
moving in the wrong direction, but does not dismiss the 
need for an effective theory of vocational choice. 

Faced with an obvious dichotomy as discussed above, 
a number of alternatives are available. It is possible 
to take one or other of the oppoeing viewa, make a 
compromise between them• develop something completely 
different, or it is possible to do nothing. The preFent 
study, apart from being an investigation into what and 
why children choose, would give an indication. it was 
hoped, as to which alternative ic. the most promising. 

While the need for making a vocational choice 
appears to be diminishing as an important aspect of many 
people's lives, even in the societies envisioned by 

Childs (1965) and Warnath (1975), some people are going 
to have to do some work. so some kind of vocational 
choice theory would anpear to be necessary, even if it 

is only to sort out those most suited, in the fullest 
sense of suited, to the various vocations. 

According to Crites (1969) 1 the key aspects of the 
vocational choice proceas are its continuity, its 
irreversibility, ite exclusive nature, ite dimensions 
and its variations and deviations. The present emphasis 
will be on the continuity and exclusive nature, since 
they have particular relevance to the :prerent study, 



The worM!3of Ginzberg et al. (1951) and Gesell et al, 
(1956), have been cited by Crites (1969) as 
demonstrating the continuity of the vocation9l choice 
process in that generally, there is a gradual reduction 
in the number of choices made with increasing age, Also. 

_according to Critec, the exclusive nature or the 
vocational choice proce~s has largely been determined by 
demonstrating that allied to the gradual exclusion of 
alternative choices (reduction in number of choices), 
there ie a gradual increase 1n the extent to which 
these choices are based on reality. 

If it could be shown that at any age there ic a 
GJnall number of choice a made, and also tha.t these choices 
are realistic• then this would tend to cast doubt on 
continUity and exclusiveness of na.ture as feasible 
aspects or the vocational choice process. It would also 
lend credence to the viewpoint of Warnath (1975), who 
feels that while the vocational psychologist is concerning 
himself with interef·t and aptitudes, the individual has 
already learned from his world that socioeconomic 
status, racial origin and power are more determinative 
when it comes to occupationF-. That is, the individual 
has made a realistic choice from an eerly age based on 
criteria quite different from what many theories sugge~t. 
But in order to determine whether or not vocational 
choicec are realistic, we need to know what vocational 
choices are. 

·------~----



There is considerable variation when it comes to 
defining vocational choice. The word vocational is 
often replaced by job, career or occupational. The 
word choice is substituted frequently for such words 
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as aspiration, preference, expectation or attainment. 
The meanings given to these terms vary partly as a 
function of the difterencee in the wording of the terms, 
and partly ae a function of the apparent lack of concern 
for adequate definition. 

TABLE A. presents a summary of the terminology 
used and the meanings_ applied by a number of authors 
for vocational choice. There are a number or themes 
evident in these definitions. 

Vocational choice is often seen as a process which 
involves a eompromiee and which gradually narrows down 
the number of possible alternatiYes, until a job is 
actually entered. The process continuee on after that, 
with changes being made throughout adulthood, Ginzberg 
et al. (1951), Blau et al. (1956), Super (1957), Tiedeman 
(1961), Berger (1967), and Timperley (1974). Apart from 
Super, such conceptualizations never clearly define 
vocational choice. Ziller (1957) sees vocational choice 
ae a decision making situation which is essentially 
risky. 

Implicit in, or evident from the writings of some 
authors is that vocational choice is the job expected 
or the job liked. Terms such ae preference, aspiration 
and expectation ars used nnd not defined adequately, 
McQueen et al. (1941), Gesell et al. (1956), Hill (1965) 
and Whitney (1969}. 

The first job a person plans !or and ends up doing 
appears to be what is meant by a number of authors when 
discussing vocational choice, Veness (1962), Dauw (1966), 
Werts (1968) and Baldock (1971). Because or the variety 
of terms used, it would appear that some kinds of 

--------~-~--- ----·----~---·-·----·---~·-----------
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TABLE A. The terminology used, and the meanings applied 

by different authors, for vocational choice. 

AUTHOR TER?,!INOLOGY MEANING 

Mcqueen et.al. 
(1941) 

Ginzberg et. 
al.(1951) 

Blau et.al. 
(1956) 

Occupational Choice. Probable work. 

Gesell et.al. 
(1956) 

Super (1957) 

_Ziller ( 1957) 

Occupational Choice. 

Occupational Choice. 

Vocational Choice. 

Vocational Choice. 

Vocational Choice. 

Tiederoan(l961) Vocational Choice. 
Powell & Bloom Preferred Vocations. 

(1962) 

Veness (1962) 
Garrison(l965) 

Hill (1965) 
Dauw (1966) 

Berger (1967) 

Jeuvlesky & 
Dealer (1967) 

Werts (1968) 

Hayes (1969) 
Whitney(l969) 

Pallone et.al. 
(1970) 

Baldock(l971) 
Timperley 

(1974) 

Expected Occupation. 
1, 

Chosen Job. 
Vocational Choice, 
Preference and 
Aspiration. 
Career Choice. 
Career or 
Occupational Choice. 
Vocational Choices. 

Occupational 
;wpirations. 
Occupationa.l 
Exnectations. 
Career Choice. 

Occupational Choice. 
vocational Choice. 

Occupational 
Preference. 
Occupational 
Expectation. 
Vocational Choices. 
Occupational Choice. 

Process involving 
compromise. 
Compromise process 
~etween preferences 
and expectations. 
Job liked. 

Process rather than 
event. 
Decision making 
process. 
A goal orientation. 
Jobs given freedom 
of choice of 
selection 
Job individual plans 
to enter. 
First full-time job. 
No clear meaning. 
Terms used inter
changeably. 
Jol) expected. 
Career or occupatio~ 
planning to enter. 
Tentative-to be 
testod. 
Orientation toward 
a r;oal. 
Indication of anti
cipated attainment. 
Probable future 
occupation. 
No clear meaning. 
Job planned or 
wanted. 
Jobs aspired to in 
Adulthood. 
Jobs expected in 
Adulthood. 
Aspirations. 
Process of changing 
preferences. 
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d1ctinctions nee~ to be made. A few writers uee several 

ciffcrent term£, but fail to adequately di.stin5uif:'h 

tetween them or de,ine the-m, anc appePr to ure them 
more or le:.::c interchangeably~ Garrison (1965), Haye8 

( 1969). 

::everal authors have attempted to clarify the 
confusion by makine: attempts to dictinguish between a 
number of termc, with varying degreeE of clarity, tt,:ilson 

(1953), Ausubel (1954), fup0r (1957), Powell & Bloom 
(1962), KuvleE,ky & Beeler (1967), and PollonfJ et al. 

(1970). 'I'he mor-t detailed Fnd carefully conFidered 
definition~ made are thoee of Wilson. 

'.'"ilson (1953) t:iaker- particularly clear definitions 
and dietinctionB. Accordine; to her, 

"the term choice can be,·t apply to the etatement of 
one or two occupation;;:: which the ::::ubject seriouFly 
conE:idcrr entering upon; vocational pref0rence 
involveL comparicon of the relative attractiveneec 
to the subj€ct of r::everal occupatione: a.port from 
the one which he intendr· to follow; vocation.nl 
intere£t i€ a more general term which iE, however 
incrcaringly being ret'ervr.·d for objectivE•ly 
r:we..i::ured interectG; ;ehanta£:t: reforc to th0 completely 
free e:-:prer,-.sion of a wiBh, without any conr-i,?E·rf:'ttion 
of 1:n:pediency. '' (p,.102). 

Many of the EtudieF in this area are obviously in 
conflict .. It is not unreasonable to suppo$e thr.it the 
results of euch studies conflict becau~e of the 

discussion of diffi::ring re;;:ults by experimenterB in the 
11 terature seeme largely to have· overlooked thiE." point .. 

A cl•ec,r definition of the main term;:2 to be in 
any study in voc~tional psychology iz esEential for 

adequate ,:ommunication. GenPrelly, there appears to be 

.s,greement on thf:: meaningc of the termF occupation, 
vocation .and career, the former being a cinglc job, the 
latter rEderring to the work (one or more jobr,) done 

throughout a lifetime, or eome Fimilar definition. The 
words cho:Lce, preference, a£piration, expectation and 

attainment, however, arc uced by diff0rent authors 





the Job. An aspiration iB baEed solely, or to a 
considerable deitree at ].east: on fante£y.. These are 
jobe or •waye of life' which the individual would like 
and _r;t--rhaps h8c drea.'11s about"' They are most unlikely 

ever to be attained, but of course for E;om.e people, even 

their wildeet dreams come true. 
In making definitions there are a corrniderable 

number of difficultic~, ~ot the least of which is that 
of a tendency to reflect a psrticular discipline's 
orientation. In the area of vocational choices the 
peychologica.1, E'Ociological, educational and economical 
orientationE are the moct relev:mt. The educationimt 
assiots in the tra.ininf~ and preparing for a job which 

is dependent on eocial variable~ such ae the clase the 
individual belonr;F to, economic factors such a.s av-,id.labil ty 
of the job, and the psychological factors euch as 
intellectual and emotional adequacy. 

Timperly (1974), noten that, 
"the psychologist Amphasizef: the motivetional 
elemento of the actual choice, and the aspirations 
and th<➔ goal eeek1nc behaviour of inc'i vidualr;. 
The sociologistr are concerned with the influences 
upon the perceptione and aspirations of individuals, 
and the way in which .such etructural influences 
E?hape eY-pectations. Fconomi~te, on tho other hand 
tend to emphasize the utility of ce~tain economic 
concepte such o.o cost or price, ac dct.(rminants 
of choice." (p.58). 

The above definition£ and distinctions, would be 
applicable to all relevant disciplince, as outlined by 

Timperley, becauee reality implieF takinr everything 
into account. They alco provide a uceful fr~mework 
within which to make comparison~ between the great 
variety of factors impincing upon these different 
selections. 

Impli.cit in thee:ie definitions of vocational choice, 
vocational preference, vocational aepiration and 
vocational attainment in that they are all part of an 
ongoing process or vocational developm0nt, and are 
therefore eubject to change. Howev~r, for vocattonal 



choicer, there are not li~ely to be any changes, and 

if there are they nre not likely to be very great. 
Thus, while the actual job selected by an eleven year 
old as his fir~t choice may not eventually be attained, 

the job attained will be sb:ilur to this choice in 
terms of r(:quireci abilities, prer:tige and rewards. '"o 

this extent, the vocational choicee~ll be realistic 
fro~ an early age. 

The work of ~ilson (1953) seems to sugee~t that the 

argw:ient that <'.m eleven year old will be unable to t::ake 

r~alistic choices, no matter how they are defined, is 
not tenable. There will be individual differences in 
the extent to which vocotional choicec are realistic, 
but where the diet:Lnctionr: are made, it would seem most 

unlikely that these choiceF would be not at all 
roalir.:tic, o.nd i,re more likely to h;1vr~ coneiderable 

basis in reality. 
If voc~tionz,l attainment, choice, prefc:T0nce and 

aspiration are i;e-:··n ac being on a reality continuum, 
fro~ totally realistic to having little or no baeis in 
rcali ty, ae: in FIGD'R::, A., the main difference between 

the present conceptualization and earlier oneE e.g. 

Ginzberg et al. (1951) and Ge~cll et al. (1956), becomes 
clearer.. rrhe forrr,er seeE the individual, at any age, 

beini, able to m,tke vocationol ar;pir8tions, vocntional 
prcferenc:e1:; and vocational choice£, but vocational 
attainment can be made only frorr the age of fifteen 
in this country. The latter Eee the individual as 

making vocational aspirations while young, then, with 
incru:;sing ag(:, maltini:; voe,' ti:.mal preference£, then 

vocational choices and finally vocational attainment 
when a job is actually entered. Since the distinctions 
between vocational attainment, choice, pref!:rence and 
aspiretion were not ma.de at each age level• at earlier 
ag.-. r- it is quite liirely that the re8ponces obtained 

were aspirations. Th:iE: doeG not ?nean however, that 

the younger children are incapable of maldng vocational 



FIGURE A. The positions of vocational attainment, 
choice, preference and aspiration on the 
reality continuum. 

Vocational Vocational Vocational Vocational 
Attainment Choice Preference Aspirition 

I I I 
Total Considerable Some Little or no 
Reality Reality Reality Reality 



choice£ or aepirationE a£ defined in the pr~eent study. 
Other studier which have used similar distinctions, 
'Hile on ( 195 3) 1 have obtained much greater realiem in 

vocational choice£ from an early age. 



:·he Rcalit 

Traditionally, rE-alism aG an element in vocational 

choice hae been cecn as increaEing with age. Thu:: the 
theoricc aE: outlin~tl/Ginzberg et el. (1951) and f'upt'r 

(1953), have realism as an ir:iportant factor in choice 
fro::: the age£ of about 17 and 18, roi:,pectively. In Hew 

Zealand .:r;e.ny children have left E:chool at fifteen and 

cince :nort of thee£: begin work then, the job they chooFe 

and attain then murt be ""here fore, 1:iany 

chil r12cn in ?iew Zealand arc 1~.akinr; reali! tic choice2 ac 

eorly a£; a.ee fifteen, ant: it appear:::: that the cfr.:,icos 

are realistic a~ early ac age eleven. 
In ·•zew Zealand, it has been implied by Mc['ueen 

(1940}, that choice£ become xore reali~tic with age, 

althouch he appearF to feel 2ome reeervationF about 
generali:,~ing., Borow (1968) alzo reflects both sidt::·c of 
the re£,l:..Et1c-unrealir:tic argunent" Ee :.:ee s that there 

are three criteria which will determine whether or not 
a choict, ir.: ri:ali£tic. Ther ~- arc the extent to which 
the f,(l01£ ccent ho:r cufficicnt information about the job, 

nnd haE related thir with his pert'onal characterirticF; 

the availability of the job in the job market; and the 

ade·quacy of the cducati0nal plan the inc!i vidual ha£ to 
enable hir:1 to c:nter hir: choice., He citec: evidenc!' to 

sugge[.,t that on all three count£, many adoleEcentr do not 

make very realiEtic choices. However, he noter that if 
we dictincuish between what adolercentt.~ prefer and what 

they exp6ct, and conr:i(ierinr the rear:onably tood job 

opportunities, and the expanding educational opportunitieE:, 

it is not unrealiEtic to have high ambitions. Re 
conclude~ by noting that reality seems to increace with 
age, and th0refor0 an early choico t·hould not be forced 

upon adoletcentr. Moore ( 1975) reflt?ctf: Borow• r- concern 

a.bout the e.dolcscent' t, lc1ck of knowledge and undcrFta.nding 

of car(;ern, and hat· o.evisec a tef0t of ther:e, which it 
if~ suppo would be £Ible to det0ir~inc the eYtent of 
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reality in a choice. 

A nurnber of studier: hr,ve indicated that vocational 

choicer:, preference:: an,; aspiratiorus ar€, not rf:alistic,. 

Taft (1975) reports that the educational and 

occupational aspirt.,tion;cc of £Ccondary scho:Jl children 

of irrJnigrant fD!:tiliet::: in Victoria. show upward 

mobility. He feels that while corr:•? will be succecsful 

in makinc the transition from the working clasE to 

middle class, many will not be, and are therefore 
unrcalictic in their aspir;:,.tione. Since he doe.c not 
a:iequa.tely dBfine as1iration, it is difficult to aFf;(!SC 

his data, in ter;r;s of realism. Gupta ( 1974) reports 

th.~it for Indian children, there ic: an increase in the 

degree of reality of preferencec from age 11., The 
subjects in this study had to li:::t "ten vocations in 
their proper order of preference he/!'--he w~uld l::...kc to 

join. u (p.441•), from a liEt of 200 important, 

suit.:,ble voc.?.tions. Gupta compared these preferences 

with the Et,-::ituc or pr-cr;tire v:::i.luc~ he had as: isneci to 

the vocation. It is implied that a pref0rence for a 

high pre::·tic;e vocation waP unrcGlistic" ~1owevcr, he 

too failc to de fine pre ferenccE clearly. '7'herefore, 
it ir: quite li!.:ely that the rer:~on.ccs he obtained were 

unrealistic, becauce they were prefcrenc~f,: or 
aspirationc as defined by the present study. 

Powell & :ra~o:!i ( 1962) report G. £igni fica!1 t 
difference betwoen planned and. prefcrrec} voct?:tionr:, and 

report this as bcinr evidence for realism, becaure 
inc:ividualc plan to enter the occupation they prefer. 

Howov r, they cite as evidence for lack of rEali2m, 
th~t a cmaller percentage of :Lm!ivicuuls plan to enter 

skilled, ±: er:1i-skilled and und.dlled vocationr- 11 than the 

Pe.,..cnnt--.crp '"'I" th"~r uarc,r..1.,:- who "'1""' si· ··-i 1 a1·1 y ryn..-.1ovccl .1. ~- "'·O•~, v t~ ...... __ ·.,.-4..;.l,•-· •a• ,c..-_..._t_, ,,_,..,......,. • \.,..,lH1"' .J"--,::. ..:_c 

It would seem, by exariining their data thnt the 

diffc~renct: between preferrc{1 and planncc~ occupationr-, 

do tend to 1:.::uggcr:t a tendency tow.:lrc~f realism. If it 

nay be a, tumed that adolescentz tend to prefer more 
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prectig1:,out or better paying jobr·, than th1:-y ere likely 

to end up doing, or that they plan. to do, Powell 8.: 

Bloom t c data supportc thic. 'I'he low percentage (20) of 

individuals who plan to enter the £killed, f.:emi-ddlled 

or unskilled vocations, a!? comparr:d with the percentage 

of their parenti:- (63), who had high school education 
or len~, could be explained by the fact thct with 

automation there is a reducing nend for such vocations
'Ihie alone could account for EUch a difference, but 
ther.: i£ a1£o a greater nm::ber of :tudentf' acquiring 

higher leveL:; of education today, than there would 

nave been at the tine the pnrentE of theee ~ubjectF 
\-:c+rf.l' ,:1t ccl1ool. 

· Upf:r ( 1961), r.1earurer· the con£:i.Ftency and w:1E:dom 

of prcfercncu:: and find.r: them locking on both accountc_ 

He concludec that thic showf a lack of rc0 aliem. :uper 
hcc made tho debatable accumption here thst con£irtency 

h::..r. uJmE0thinc: to co with realism. l\lr,o he b.ar: defined 

prcL ·c~enceic: at_; rf·sponeec to the quer-tion 
11 .,.,. about your pla.'1.c for the future. Whr,t would 
you like to be by the time you are thirty?". (p.36). 

There it b~unJ to be inconsistency in recponees to such 
a quertj.on, becaur-e realistic anc~ unrealietic rer·ponr-es 

could have been elicited by thr· worciine of it.. :'uch 

a vague concept of realism ic: found in Ge!'_ell et al. 
( 1956), who propo!;~e, when ciscusFing vocr-zt ion end 
career, that realism increaces with age. 

W.l:he 15-year-olcl i£ definitely more mature than 
the 10-year-old in hiE outlook£ on a career. 
This i1:: reflected not only in more discriminating 
k .. '1ow1cdge but in the ccrioui: manne in which he 
(or she) interprets the demand:.:: of~ chocen 
voca·:-ion." (pp.359-360). 

Yet they do not make it clear what choice is, or whet 

is meant by 'discriminatine; knowledge' and 'seriouc 
manner' of interpreting (~.emandE. Gesell et al. do 

however, include femalee in their Bample., Thie is 
somethinf; which many other authorc. hav0 foiled to do, 

and as a Y.'f:f:ul t greatly reduce the ur·E:>.fulnei-:£ of their 



data .. 'f!ith the grer,tly expan,ling participation and 

oppo~tunities for women in work, it seems the trend 
for increaeed representation of women in vocational 
research, noted by Oliver (1975), is an important 
development., 

1armel (1975) has examined the employment 

expect:;tions of both males and females nnd found, 

among oth0r things, that 9th graders generally have 

higher expectations than 11th graderE. Ebe notes that 
whilt:1 thie: may be a function of lack of rPaliFm, it 

coul<': perhapr: be becaune todays 9th graders are more 
optir.:istic., Although Karmel found some significant 
differences due to sex, rouvan & Adeleon (1966) have 
found considerable differences between boys and girls 
with respect to their r-=·ality and fantasy conceptions 
of future time. They report, that 
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trgirlc' reality plans for the future slight and 
disguise the feminine goal2 which are crucial to 
them, an<-i. they fail to integrate preeent and future 
time ••• The-boys• future conceptionF are ~ore 
likely to be all of one piece anc: heavily infused 
with the rhetoric of reality. He: plans for a 
vocation; hif' fantaey conception of himr;elf and 
of future ti:ne feed into and .eup~;ort hiE plans. 
He may UE:e reality planning to eEcape the dangerc 
of ftmtasy... E1ut he does nott as the girl does, 
invet;t directly in fantasy and cover the 
inV8stment by a detached second bet, a conventional 
gerture. He either avoids fantasy through 
concentration on reality or r0cognizes fantasy in 
the terms of hie real planE.," (p.,178) .. 

This would suggest that girls ars more likely than boys 
to be able to distinguish between choices and 
aspirationr: as defined in the prer,.:-nt etucly.. Put this 
does not suggest that boyF are incapable of realistic 
choices. The report does not clearly define ages nor 
does it specifically discuss choices or define them. 
Such a distinction is intereoting. However, it assumes 

that boyz and girls have identity problems to resolve. 
'!'he nature of his occupations plays a crucial defining 
role in the male's identity. The g.irl depends on 

marriage for her critical defining element .. 





.. 



For many people; even in tho~e days the importance of 
a job may not have had ae: much significance aE' it did 

for the vocational coun2ellor. Another siffiilar finding 
for New Zealand iE reported by Ausubel (1960)~ He 
found a surpricingly large minority of boys who 
persiE:tently refuced to look ahead 1 and meke any definite 
plane: for a career., liowever. Aut::ubel citcf; econmtic 

factors such ae ~0w wage differentials a8 the rea£on 
for thit· lack of concern for a career .. 

Baldock {1971) reports a ztudy by Keeling, which 
Baldock states, 

rrtested Ginzberg• .s theory with a sample of ?'few 
Zealand adole£cente and found that New Zealand 
children p.9.:::Eed quicker through the throe 
development ctages than the American children 
tested by Ginzberg. According to Keeling, New 
Zealand school children reach the realistic 
stage of vocational choice at the ap~roximate 
age of fourteen .. He found also that boye with 
low scholaPtic ability had a greater vocational 
maturity than boys with high scholactic ability. 
:<eeling• £ data suggest that the realistic E'tage 
is relatio,d to demands 1r,ade by the educational 
structure. In Hew Zealand a large proportion 
of children leave school at the age of fifteen• 
when they reach the official minimum ~chool leaving 
agP. It is, there fore, li;tely, that young 
people feel the Dt'ed. for a realistic appraical 
of their vocational opportunities and 
aspirations at about that time~" (p.18). 

Here is a finding, which supports an es.rlier realistic 

choice for reasons little different from tho£e propoEed. 
FreBrures ar0 brought to bear on an individual, and 
from quite an early age, it appears that many children 
h,:ive a realistic appraisal, perhaps not of the exact 

job, but certainly of the general kind of job they will 
be employed in. Even with tho development of higher 
education, many young people choose to leave school 
early, and for some, they nay eventually gain tertiary 
education 'on the job', or part-time at a number of 
::liffr.·rent institutlone which are avnilable. 

I-fuus 0975) in outlining the general theories of 

adolescence, fOints out thr,t a number of theoricE, e.g. 
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Eprang,.:-r, Lewin anc F'iaget, suggest that a characteristic 
of the adole~;cent ie that he has learned to distinguish 

between reality and irreality • .Such viewH in terms of 
general theories, would not necessarily csst doubt on 
specific theories of vocational d0v·::lopment, but they 

would eugge~·t that there waz room for doubt" 

'.Vil son ( 1953) who UBed dictinctionc between 

vocational choice, :preference an,; aspiration, in terms 

similar to those in the preF~nt studyt came to the 
following conclusion, among oth0rs" 

ni:r.•he study of vocational choice ...... haE shown the 
chil~ren to be ambitious, but not exce~sively so. 
Less than 5 per cent. chose occupationc unr-uited 
to their educational strmding., .. ,. Further evL:ence 
of appropriateness of choice is provided by the 
tendency of the more intelligent pupils to choose 
occupations malting greeter demands on intelligence ••• 
When the choices w,?.re compared with the indurtrial 
need::: of the distr:ict, the agr€'ement in the case 
of boys was remar~mbly high ..... however, • .,. the 
occupations which were disproportionately popular ••• 
arc: not in themselves unnuitable to the children. 
7he lack of accordance between choice and 
opportunity indicates that some of the children 
will havc: to readjust their ideas, but not that 
these ideas were unsound .... The vocational 
preferc.:'!nce.s of the: chilc!ren revealed by the method 
of paired compariE~::ms bear8 lees mar:rnc: relation 
to the abilities of the chiLiren than the 
vocational choice,. 0 (pp.111-112). 

Such findings were from children near sch:::>ol leaving 
age, anu reflect most :)f the eain trends proposed in 

this discussion. Certainly it provider: evidence to 

suggest that quite enrly, children can reliably state 
their vocational choice2-

~urther evidence of adoleccerrts' ability to 

accurately asocss factors li~ely to influence their 
choice 
Veness 
(1973) 

of vocation is reported 
(1962) 1 Gooch i Kellmer 

and Liversidge (1974). 

in works presented by 

Pringle (1966), Swift 
Noeth et al. (1975) 

report that whi.le career guidance e}:perts agree that 
students should keep their career options open as long 

as possible, th{:re are many studentr: who feel the need 
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to make an early choice in their life c.::ircer, and who 

feel the earlier one chooee.c his or h1:}r life wor~i:, the 

better., 

Venecs (1962) alEo reports fron: her £:tudy of 

children about to le&ve school, that 3z::. of boys 

and 55;1, of girls, had entcrcc.7 the actual tr9d0s and 

training courEeE: that haJ been na>ned two years carliE}r., 

~he noteG that a much Jrcatcr proportion had entered 
jobs of a broadly 2iJ:1ilar nature. She f,:vlc that thj.c 
reflects how .s-eriou.sly the young people too•: the 

enquiry and their future careers., Thompson (1966) 
also sucr;e£t£~ that vocationa.l choice,£ may be well 

eE:tablisheci on entcrinc l1igh Echool and may not change 

rcaiily., 
A review by Bro,m 0970) cites evidence to sugr.est 

that as early as the age of twelve children can in 
many inctancec make vocational choice~· which muc·t be 

claccified at a realiE:tic level. He draws a noober of 

tentative conclusions, one of which i::; th.:,.t for come 

people it i£: poccible that they :nay make one choice 
early in their live.-:, and stick to it throughout their 

li vc c. f"c>aniels ( 1968) a.Eks whether or not youth 

arc too young to chooEe, and then proceeds to point 
out that they are not, particularly if they are trained 
to choose. By youth he means thore aged roughly 14-18 
yearr:./ 

.2,everal of the above studies suffer fron~ the lack 

of adequate definition of tt0 rme prevalent in the 

literature discusEed earlier. There is nevertheless• 

con:dd(::rable evidence to sugc;ect that realirtic 

vocationnl choicer can be made at an early ag<?,. 
Timperley (1974) believe£ that if we accept thot 

individuals are being incrcacingly channelled tow:.irds 
occupational area£ at an earlier age, 

0 it is perhaps morf! relevant to talk specifica~_ly 
of individual freedom of action in ternn of Job 
choice -'.111.d change·~ and orr;anizp tional choice, and 
change once an individual bas actually enterec the 
eo.ployment .e::ystem. 0 (p .. 97)11 
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Such a view, while erapha~ising the early choice of 
vocation, does appear to propoEie a developmental theory 
which ie eclectic enough to encomp6ss the diversity of 
disciplines focussed on in this area of development'f 
It certainly appears to be a realistic approach in terms 
of what is going on in the world. 

From this view it has become apparent that the 
exclusive nature of the vocation~l choice process as 
outlined by Crites (1969), is not tenable. He sees 
choice, as being at all ages baeed on reality1 but at 
an increaeing degree of reality. Thus, he eeoe the 
exclusion procees operating over tirue from about age 
ten to about age twenty-one. The evidence so far 
presented, would euggeet that for a large and incrse.sing 
number or people, this exclusion procees has ended as 
early as about eleven, with the firrt job already 
having been selected for a wide variety or reasons, 
which impinge upon the individual and force a selection. 



Chapter 5., 
..-:,;....,1,=-.:..-· ...-Qr.f_....,.~=ob:....,;;=-~=· 

There ic very little evidence to support the view 
taken by CriteE (1969) on the number of choices made. 

The evidence be suggests .supports a. steedily increasing 
number of choices, fror:1 many choices at about age ten 

through to few choices a.t age- f,ixteen. HoweVt:!r, as 
Crito£ points out there are certain deviationc fror:; 

the traditional view of a i::teady, uninterrupted decrease 

in thEJ nur!lber of choices made with increac:ing age. 
Ge12ell et al. (1956), report a reduction fror:i many to 

fEw in the nur;1ber of choices from ages ten to thirtc0n, 

then an increase at age fourteen, followed by a further 
reduction to age sixteen.. Howev,:r, this f:Vidence 
proposed to support this aspect of continuity, doe1: 
not make it clear exactly what i~ meant by 'many', 

•several', and 'few' choices. 
The terminology could mean, cay, •many• is fro·~ 

five to infinity, 'several' from three to fifty, and 

'few• frorr: two to twenty, dEpencing on the circurnstancns 
and the variableE involved., Since the overlap 

involved could be considerable• and conEiclering the 

range in the pre.e-ent case iG unlikely to be great, it 
would be far more meaningful to ucc actual numbers of 
choices, rather than vague terminology. 

Little wor:'( ha£ been done on the continuity of the 

vocational choice proceEs. The work of Ginzberg et al., 
(1951), only implies that this proccEs is continuous., 

They note that, 

noccupational choice is a developmental proces1:.;: 
it is not a single decision, but a series of 
decisions made over a period of year£:.. !-,ach step 
in the process hae a meaningful relation to those 
which precede and follow it ••• The individual 
can shift oven after he ha:? tentatively co~r.rnitted 
hi:112elf to a particular choice. But the entire 
process of decision-r.ia:d.ng cannot be repeated 
and later cecisiOllE are lir.!ited by previous 
dcciGions." (p., 185). 

Thus, the actual numb€r of choices, as defined by 





later a e, with greater realism, rcco ze the 
diftic of making a single certain choice ..... 
Fourteens show less certainty in their choice ot 
career. More indiViduals make multiple choices, 
and the grou as a whole aakes a greater variety 
of choices tnaii a;'C thirteen or fifteen.•. Ma.D7 
Fifteens are qw.te indefinite about their choice 
ot future career - more so than at any age since 
eleven. Though the group as a whole names many 
tewer poesible careers than earl1er1 individuals 
find it difficult to decide on a single choice 
Within this range ••• Somewhat more decisiveness 

are among Si~teens in their choice ot careers 
among Fitteene. though a few girls are 

undecided. A considerable variety of choices is 
mentioned. (pp.3?6•382). 

Although Gesell et al. show that choice involves 
increasing realism with age, they do not define choice • 
.Also they do not refer to specific numbers of ehoie&e 
in their utudy and as a result, they are only really 
clear when they refer to single choices. Thus~ the 
interpretations of •many• and •several' by Crites (1969) 

in his representation could be soen to be too generous. 
What does emerge trom tl1e work of Geeell et al.,• 

ie that the vocational choice process 1-s not necessarily 
continuo~s. and the actual number of 'choices• at any 
age level is probably not very large. Thus, the 
literature pertaining to the actual number of choices, 
however defined, at each age level, is very scarce. It 
has been thought that generally the number of choices 
made decreases with age from about age 10 to age 16, 
with a reduction from many to few. The •ork ot Gesell 
et al. baa tended not to support this, indicating 
instead that apart from being a di£cont1nuous process, 
at any age level the numbers are quite small-

Problems arise here not only in definitions ot tertns. 
Many studies seeking occupational, vocational or career 
choices• preferencee or aspirations• frequently ask for 
or imply one response only. others leave the question 
open-ended• and others specify that there be a certain 
number given. some studies offer no cues, others provide 
job lists from which subjects may select a specified 
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number, or no set number. 
Backman (1968) suggests that the adolescent~ range 

of choice is very narrow and does not include many whi.eh 
ought to be considered. Thus, lack of knowledge may 
cause few choices~ There are implications here for 
education. 

It would seem then, that the literature tends to 
suggest that the continuity and exclusive nature, as key 
aspects of the vocational choice process, are not tenable. 
This would appear to cast doubt on traditional theories 
of the vocational choice processj It also tends to 
support the suggeetion by Warnath (1975), that the 
indiv:1.dual has learned from his world, that it is factors 
like socioeconomic status1 racial origin and power which 
really determine the occupation he ends up doing, rather 
t~an hie own interest, aptitude£ and abilities. The 
present study investigates this tentative conclusion in 
greater detail. 



ChaJ?ter 6. 
The Kinds of Choices Selected. 

There has been a great deal of research on the 
kinds of jobs select0d by adolescents, particularly 
with reference to classifying jobs into social class, 
comparing joba for occupational status, the influence 
of parental presr,ures, job mobility and interest 
inventories, to name a few. 

According to Hurlock (1968), boys typically want 
jobs that have glamour and excitement and they seem 
unconcerned with availability of such jobs, or the 
ability required for them. They also want jobs with 
high prestige, even to the extent of accepting lower 
pay than low prest~ge jobs. Many boys from low status 
families. seek higher social status through hi.gh status 
jobs. Girls on the other hand show a preference for 
occupations with greater security and which place less 
ot a demand on their time. In their vocational choices, 
girls tend to express a preference for service to others, 
such as nursing and teaching. 

Gesell et al. (1956) heve reported extensively on 
the most popular kinds of jobs selected at each age level. 
At ten they report that girls' main choices are, 

0 teacber, veterinarian, skater, actreFs, writer, 
nurse. Boye• main choices arei doctor, scientist, 
athlete ••• (At eleven) girls choose most frequently: 
veterinarian, teacher, actress, dancer, farmer. 
Boye choose: doctor, lawyer, engineer, architect. 
More boys than at any other ae;es (about one in five) 
want to follow their fathers 1 careers ••• (At twelve) 
girls ma1.n choices are now: teacher* singer. dancer, 
nurse, secretary, scientist, writer. Boys chooses 
doctor, scientist, aviatort lawyer, engineer, 
architect ••• (At thirteenJ girls want to be a 
teacher• singer scientist, or lawyer. Boye most 
often choose to be a doctor, scientist, architect, 
veterinarian, teacher• farmer• engineer ••• (At 
fourteen) new kinda of careerE are now mentioneds 
by girls, psychiatrist, social worker• diplomat: 
by boys, historian, mathematician• reporter• sports 
announcer. Leading choices for girls are: teacher, 
nurse, musician, scientiat.i social worker. Boys 
choose: doctor. radio or ~.v. engineer, aviator 
lawyer, architect, engineer. Few boye now choose 



their father's pro fem.ion.,.. (At fifteen) girls 
moE t oft,sn 'iiention: teachEr, ar-tir.·t, act re 1: e, 
muPician, r-cientirt, pr,ychologist, eociologi.ct. 
Boyr; mention: doctor, dc·ntii~t, lawyctr, r;ritcr, 
r."fl'"··r'i:.·•·..-. -:,rr•hi"e,-.J. (~t r·i••+•,-..(•'!'\) boyr- "'O .... t \.'.~;,., t;;..i. .r.-....:,,~ .... , t:. .......... ~ ......... _ l., < ""l,. • • ~ J t .. ,,_M~. \,,,~ '.&..-. ., -fa,0 .t..- ,:, 

,., rt,.,n en' oo"·"'· ,.-,n,.,..: rinr-ri n,... la"'/ a.r~l.-i + -,cture 
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',J.., :--• , ..,, .. '~: .,_, ~7 ... ~,~..,v ~- bt_~ (.:: ,, , \..,4;..-u ♦.,.. J • 
pol1.t1.cE n.J1a l!led:Lcine. uirle choose art,. teflching 
and chiL; :pr·ychology. Journalir·:n an: r:ciencD are 
oftrm r.1(-n:-ioncd by both boyr: and girlr·. 0 (pp.376-332). 

C 
• . • on sic.(;' rint.~ that mof:'t of the subject£· in their ::·tudy, 

come- fr:Jtf1 a hieh :-:-ocio-economic lev,::il, and had high
avcra,f;e to r.-upcrior intelligence at: t:::ear,ured by 

standard peychomctric ter:ti·, cuch •choice.Er do not appear 

to be too unrealiEtic. ?here certainly appears to be 

con:c variety in the kindB of ch,:;,ices acrocs mo: t age 

levclc, although the decree of Epecificity appeare to 
b""' :Lncrcnsed vii th age. 

Po·ucll & Bloo·r:. (1962) dit>tinguich i.1etwecn preferred 

and exp( ctod occupntioru::. ''he mort popular preferred 

occup:itionr for boy, wr:rc :profer,ional (64.9t), nnd 

ekilled (12. ). However. the epecific occup~tionE 
. b . . ( "'.13 ?t" , ) ' • • Felcct~d oy oyr- were: en[;ineer1.ne c:. •..J;'., • fi'.e(u.cine 

and aut0?:10ti·,re r.1echanics (each 5.Ei 1
), recearch in phyr:ics 

and chcmi~,try (4.1 , ) , aviation and the buFinecr; world 

Powell & Blom:; note the.t, 
11 t~e choi~0 of ocCU!_)t:ltion a~ c;ive:n by_ thE:_boyr. ?'ac 

c..1sp1:·rE cG OVGr 50 cif ferent. ficldc with .>3 of the 
name:.,. occupationr: being ranked on the prof er :.ional 
level.. 'bout 6.6 :percent. of the boyf:' eel cted 
variouF fieldE· of ccience a::- biology, e.rchcoloc;y, 
a.:trono:ay, and geolof;;y. ·:he occupations 'l,hich 
were given on thEi skilled labour level included 
thocf~ of electrician, carpenter, b:levision 
rerviceman and automotive :r.cchanic,." (p,.127). 

For girlF however, the preference~ were r;omewhat 
differEnt.. '.i'hey mor.t frequently preferred profe:=-.r:ion.oJ. 

(69. 7/) and clc:ricnl-n::.los (23 .2 ·) nl:!!:oct to the 

exclusion. of all elr·c. :'he actual vacationr- preferred 

by eirlr wt·rc of ficc wor:.wr (21 .. 6~:), tenching ( 1 t_=t'), 
, • ( 13 7•·/) ant! nurc:tnf; • . • .heric were chonm Fignificantly 

more thr: . .n othr rr·, the fourth in rnnk beinr: air ho£terT 

(4.1 ·). ':he cirlc namni 35 different voca:ions, 33 of 



which had professional status. Some other vocations 
named by girls were journalism, modelling, dramatics• 
fashion designer, interior decorator, physical therapist, 
lawyer, librarian and social worker. When the expected 
vocatione are examined1 although the general trend is 
the same• with the emphasis on the professional 
oooupationa, there are significant differences between 
the desired and expected occupations. Fewer boys 
expect to enter professional and skilled vocations, 
and more expect to enter clerical-sales, sem:1.-sld.lled 
trades and the armed services. Th,: specific occupations 
listed as those which they plan to enter are 
engineering (18.6%), automotive mechanic (5.4%), 
business world ~4.'7%), saleeman (4.5%), and semi• 
skilled labour as factory work (4,1%), A similar 
pattern is noted in the girls' expected vocations, with 
fewer expecting professional and more expecting olerical
salee vocations• and also more expecting to be housewives. 
The actual vocations are office and clerical work (29.8%), 
teaobing (16.9%) 1 nursing (12.8') and housewife (5.~)~ 
Tho age range or the subjects from which this data was 
obtained was 14•19 years, and although no control was 
made for a sampling b1ast a higher proportion of their 
parents, compared to the general population bad attended 
college. The range and the kind ot vocations preferred 
do not appear to be too much out of line with what 
could be expected from such a group. 

In data obtained from children about to leave school, 
from aodern, grmnmar and techni.cal schools in Britdn, 

Veness (1962) found that overall the most popular 
intended occupations were factory work(?!'/%), engineering 
( 10%), agriculture ( 9%), craft ( 8%), and the armed forces 
(13%) for boys~ For g1.rle, the most popular occupations 
were clerical . C.:53%) * distributive (16%), craft ( 1 '0%) • 

children' a nurse (6~), nursing (7%} and teaching ( 6%),. 
These figures are the combined tota1 of all three kinds 
ot schools. It was interesting too, that the occupations 
chosen reflect the influence of local conditions, :in 



that a cchool in an industrial area had a high percentage 
of boys choosing factory work. Veness also reports that 
many children do not regard a job they first enter as 

their career. Many regard a career as something 
developing and perhaps changing in direction. Many see 
their ultimate aim as aalf•emploY11ent• rather than 
promotion with2n an organization. This ia not tor wealth, 
since not all describe themeelves as being eueceasfult 
but ror independence• or not having a boss. Thus, even 
at this Gtage children can foresee a future whi.eh does 
not involve a commitment to a job. What they value most 
of all is their independence, and self-emplcyment, and 
such jobs as those in the armed forces and merchant navy• 
which are seen more as a way ot life than as a job. 

A study by Dou•an & Adelson (1966) ie particularly 
relevant to vocational choices. They found that the 
main characteristics of boy•s choices wae a strong desire 
for ach~evement and concrete realistic planning. Few 
boys chose a glamour job, with only 1% choosing 
profe~sional sports, 1% choosing a job in entertainment 
and about Z/,, choosing pilot. overall, boys tended t~ 
chooee a broad range of occupations. including evecy
thing from mill hand to doctor, barber to carpentar,aa 
well as highly specific jobs like ornithologist and 
physicist. The moet popular jobs were engineering, 
farmer and mechanic {about 15% for each}. No other job 
attracted more than~. Five year old boys choose 
fireman and policeman, partly perhaps because they 
symbolize authority or because or lack of knowledge of 
the variety ot jobs available. However• 9<11, of the older 
boys had fairly realistic choices, and 10% only, 
anticip~ted an educational future which would be 
inapproprl.ate to the desired job. Girls on the other 
band• focuesed on the interpersonal features ot their 
future lives. They wanted jobs that permitted expression 
of traditional feminine interents or that might lead to 
meeting a prospective husband. Generally, their plans, 
when compared to boys, were riddled with fantaSY", and were 



quite unrelated to realistic or concrete achievement 
goals. It appeared that while a boy's choice refieeted 
fa.1th in himself, the girl~'plans· for mobility moet 
often involve aspiring to marr1 a vocationally capable 
boy. Bo much was this so, that Douvan & Adelson !eel 
that there is really no other practical measure ot a 
girl's choices• because a married woman's status and 
that of her family, is linked to her husband's 
achievements, 

Thus, while boys do not often aspire to extreme 
upward mobility, girle often do, but in terms or their 
tuture husbends. However• where girls do cdoose 
occupations tor themselves, they are more realistic, 
choosing nurse• teacher or secretary. These are jobs 
that are useful, but not necessarily requiring lasting 
commitment. such. jobs are more likely to ··be time.fillers 
before marriage. Therefore, they see little chance of 
breaking nth tradition and can afford to romance a little 
in the kinds of jobs they may like their husbands to do, 
For many girls choices of jobs become, :Ln fact, 
aspirations. With the growing impetus or the women's 
liberation movement. perhaps a change in such a situation 
is imminent. 

Baldock (19?1) reports that for fourteen yee.r old 
New Zealand boys,. the most popular aspiration was that 
of craftsmen and labourers (28.4%), then· professional 
and technical (24.4%), farmars, fishermen and loggers 
(t9.%)t armed forces (12.8%) and tr~nsport and 
communication (6.,5'%). She concludes that these figures 
show lack of realism bacauae apart trom farming, 
administrative work and transport, they are not consistent 
with the occupational distributions shown in the New 
Zealand Population. Census of 1961. The reason tor this 
is clear. She asked, "In what kind of industry or 
organization would you like to work?" Then she listed 
21 options, including •Don't !mow• and the child was 
required to select one. Such a procedure is tar too 
general, and is bound to include fantasy selections. 



Beside_e., a ten yea.r ~ld c~neus might not be reflecting 
the work opportunitieE available at the time of he~ 
survey, 

Dauw {1966) when di~cus~ing tba career choices of 
high and low creative thinkers found that highly creative 
students tend to chooee more unconventicne.l careers. 
In his study, however, he found that overall the 712 
boys and girls selected 152 different jobs, of which 
41 were choeen by both sexes, 76 were selected only by 

boys and 35 only by girls. or theee jobs• five accounted 
for 87% ot girls' choices; i.e. office wor:~er, teacher, 
nurse. social worker and beautician, in tha.t order. For 
boys the five most popular choices accounted for only 
3~ of them. The eelectione were engineering, mechanie 1 

armed services. craftsman and electrician. Considering 
the greater overall number or selections for boys• and 
the fact that there were very similar numbers of boys 

and girls, these reeulta were not surprising. Dauw does 
not comment on the reality basis of these choices, but 
they appear satisfactory. Certainly it would seem 
likely that highly creative studente would make 
unconventional selections. And since these results were 
obtained from high school seniors, the tendency towards 
reality is bound to be significant. Of interest again, 
is the sex difference, with respect to range nnd type of 
job.. 

A study by Gupta (19?4) on a group of Indian 11-16 
year olds• who were asked to liet ten vocations in the 
order they would like to joint from a list or 200 
important vocations, yielded similar resulte tor both 
eexes. and a tendency towards lack of realism. For boys 
the most popular selections were doctor (at all age levels), 
army officer, aeroplane pilot, scientist, Air Foree 
officer, engineer, Judge, Indian Administrative Service 
(I,A.s.), lawyer, Indian Foreign Service (I.F.s.}, and 
businessman. All of these aro fairly high status jobs. 
For gir1e the resulte were doctor, air hostess, lawyer, 
aeroplane pilot, ecientist, Air Force Off~cer, I.A.s., 



teacher• judgo1 Army Oft~cer, I.r.s., lecturer, decorator. 
Again these were fairly high status jobs. The method 
of obtaining these vocational preferences makes them 
aspirations, ae defined by the present study, and 
therefore it is not surprising that they are largely 
unrealistic. 

It would appear that there is a wide r3llge ot kinds 
of vocational choices made at e&ch age lev0l. This is 
true in a number of different cultures. There seem, 
however, to be many ditferonccs between tbe sexes in the 
kinds of jobs selected. There are indications that the 
choices are largely realistic, but that preferences and 
aspirations, as defined by the present study, tend not 

to be. 



Cha:eter 2• 
The Number and Kinds of Reasons 

Given for the choices. 

45. 

McQueen et al. (1941} claim that few of us can 
give reasons that will etand examination, for our 
choice of a given line of action, and that therefore, 
it is not to be expected that 11-14 year old children 
will be able to explain rationally, why they will 
probably take up a given occupation. However, they 
note thDt 4~l gave reasons of some kind. McQuecn et 
al. feel that parentE: are better qualified to give 
realistic rear:,ons for their children• e choices. Two 
thirde: of the parents of the children in their study 
did this, and yet 80X of theee took what their children 
said into account anyway. Thus, children appear 
capable froc,1 an early age, of giving reasons, directly 
or indirectly through their parents, and their reasons 
appear rcaliEtic. Since this early etudy, stated 
rear:ons have been well stud:i.ed. 

Powell & Bloom (1962) report reasons given for not 
expecting to enter the prcf~rred occupation, as well as 
reasons for not Belecting the preferred occupation. 
The main reasons for not expecting to enter the 
preferred occupation were, for boys; 'like chosen 
work' (18.4c}n, •undecided regarding a vocation' (15,.7o/,i.f,), 

'choice of parents• (11.05%) and 'plan to onter armed 
services immediately' ( 10.53,;~)" For girls they were: 
'inadequate finances• (15.39%), 'plan to marry' and 
•necessity of entering preparetory work for the 
vocation• (each 12.,8%), 'like the chosen work' (10.,2fu'1

,), 

and •ability for chosen work' ( 9. 4:-,t,). There were 

actually more rGa£;ons given for selecting the preferred 
occupation, than for not e:>:pecting to enter it, but 
fewf:r of the.Ee former reasClns hnd a high percentage of 
subject£ selecting them., ror boye: the most popular 

reason was 'interer-t in work' (36.2() and the only 
other rcacon chosen by any great number, was that 'the 
job offered security• (11 ~9~~).. For girls a similar 



trend. e11:crgcd• although the re::isons were different. 

'I'he main rear ons were: 'in +-r,r" ct in worl, r ( ""7 1.0.,) v· ... ~ ......... , :.~ C.. • ...,_/.• t 
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1f:"01~vice to otht:rF' (17.4~ ), and 'interel3t in :pr:ople' 
(15.z,:). In gencT;c!l theFe result£ indicate con:e 

differenc0r acrosE age levels and between sexes. Boye 
ten~~ to .show an increase in social awarene£s and a 
de2ire for adventure and tr~vel with incrcaccd age. 

For girls ther~ is a gre0ter and incr--asing BOcial 

in th0 de f:ir·c for financial r:ecuri ty. Overall boys . 
clair1 creatc:-r interPr t in the work. than girls,. Girls 

more oftE·n than boyf, place &E more imporbmt the desire 

to te of f'ervice to :,therr, an intf:rect in peopl€o, and 

thf' derire for cE,curity. This r:tudy is ur:·eful, becauE?e 

it compar0c the reasons for the prefcrrnc~s and the r0aeons 

for not expectine to enter them. MoFt studie~ arn 
conccrn 1:d with the rr. asons given for the nctual choices • 

. ' ... , ( 1 9 , .. .., ) ' . ' . 1 . h ._ d + h . id ,1.1.r:on .J:) a1?1tea cn1. cren w ,:11., ma ... e ._ 1em c.ec .. e 

whr,.t they wa.nted to be. Followinr: are the responses 

given to thi.s qu€-1°tion, with thf'.:: percentarr r· for boys 

then [;irlB, given in ptu·enthr:,r-es. ':he most fr0quently 
a 

giw1n r 0:aron wi.u·/li:{ing for the wor1<: (41.L{C:, L.8 .. 3%). 
Others given werE, wor;:ing conditi0nt=.: (10.6'\,, 9.6.''), 
prospG ct£' of pro~otion ( 10. 3", 7. 7"•.) • good pay (7. fr:<, 
6 .. 4'X.), influenc& of 11drnire:d friendr or relatives (5.7%, 
1 .z.1), the chancG of meeting intcTc£ting or fric-ndly 
people at ·;:ork (3.0 ·., 12 .0'?0, the need for variety 

(6 .. 6' , 3., ) t excitement (1.7 , 0.3· ) , being uccful 

( 1. , 2., 7. ) t having the necP.r sary sldll.s (5. 5r;:, 5 .,05 ) , 

the work ir-. eti2Y (0.9:', 1.,(Y.), the eaFe of getting the 
. 'O ~-.• 1 1· . ) . . t (2 3"' rv• ) d i l wor,t , .::; , ., t cur1oc1. y .. • v.. an .• r::oc a 

prcctige (O.o/,, ff)., r~lthough ther,e genoral tr(ndc d:o 

not reveal marked sex difff:rencee, '.';il1 .. on report£ that 

there were some diffcrr-ncer. '.'.'h0r0ac boy::: clte(1 frer:-h 

air, anu b!E:ing in the OIJen ar· bcinr good working 

condi tionr, girl£' pre f2rrcd cleanlint:·f:C, abEencr.: -:> f 

. ' t t·,-~ ('A rl"' T'T"~ ~.,r "'Or'r-ln!1' uoice anci an even C;mpt ra u.L <::.. ,., .. .1. ,, """'- ··- .1. . ., ., .,_..., o 

with other peofle, but boys prefer voriaty, excitenent• 



curio£ity and. :promotion proepects.. However, what i12 

apparent ic th&.t nearly half of tho boyr- and girls 

report that their rca.! on ir- £:imply that they lilcE' the 

i':ork. 'I'hir: doer not ni::cr-ci::r;rily mea.n th,,t the chilcren 

had great ~owled.cc of the various jobc, but '5.'ilGon 

reported• that !he relat0d the reo.conc t;iven with the 

occupationc choFen r,n::.: crone to an intercr:ting conclur:ion. 

nr:rho fact that the re,"'. - ,)nc gi vcn may vary with the 
typeH of occupation cho£,en, does not indicate thnt 
the children had obccrvec distinEUirhinr; feDturcr
of the work, whether or not this considera"ion 
preceded the actual choice. ~iorcov0r, it C3n be 
E cen that in mor'.t ca£c·s the rear,onr~ are .P[aninl7.f1}lll 
related to the occupations chorcn ••• (~n P doee) 
acid t0 the ir:rprer..cion of realism gainfd from the 
rtuc'y of vocational choice by r:ugge:ting that 
many of th,.? children not only choo[:Ce appropriately 
but give appropriate rea£onc for their choice." 
(p .. 171). 
r:ll1ile it it::; true the_t many childrc-n do not hav<~ a 

gre!- t :m..:>wlec.gc about any particular job, .-md Gre not 

lif,_cly to gain thif' r,:.nowledge until they actually do the 

job, tiwy appear in many cafef'. to h.:1.vc come gcn0ral idea 

about whethc-r or not they will like thfc job. :::'i:nulation 
techniaun:: coulc: b0 ur:e ful to c..nable nre.ctice and ,·-void 

♦ • 

ciF:artrou.r: mirtalcsr, 7{rumboltz & '"horeson (1969), but 

they arc not yet rcD.dily available. Mor-t children ler~rn 

whether or not they will like a particular job fro,:; a 

va.rirty :.f 2ourcr·c, ~uch ar:: fm!lily and friends, 

tclPVi£ion anti films. While many children may not be 
able to cleorly expret::c why they like D certrin job• 
they ceem quite Eure that they do like it. 

Hill ( 1965) aeked boyt:· to 2-tate what influenced 

them to chootc a particular occupation, or if they were 

undecided, what they vJ<?.-re looking for in a career,. He 

found th.:3t there i.vere thr£:e fairly di£:tinct gr~ups of 

motivei:,. One war an int'";•rc:t or ability in a particular 
school subject or outcide activity. Another was 
conditionr of work such ar· travel, open air, ur,e of hande 

'rr,eet people', 'be of ure t, in general applying to a 

,.,.~ n<•. -:r-=-,r.; ,-.t•v of' jobr~ and finally rewardf', not onlv ,,J..-.\,,., 11C~~ ...a.v v._, ,. - -., J ,J 

--------------~------·----~-
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salary but g¥ch frinse benefits as a car or Rtatus. 
He fou,.-id that/those who guve the firE·t reason, 89% 
had chouen a. carsor,. However, for those who gave as 
1·easonc:: the conditionc of work and rewardc, only 33.3% 
and 25t6% respectively had chosen a career. Hill 
ccncludcc thut motives relating to personal abilitiee 

48 .. 

and interet-ts arc more· important factors in career 
choices of youncer boy6, rather than the older boy~ who 
allow c;rec1.ter emphasis for working conditionF and 
rt::wards. He i~plies that this shows a le.ck of realiem 
in the choices of younger boyc .. However, it may also 
inoicate, since Hill does not adequately define choice, 
that the older boyc, having received fE:e:dback from 
examinatione, about their Academic standing, &re actually 
giving reasonF for choices as defined by the pre~ent 
stuJy. The younger boys however, are p~obably aware of 
their choices, but a.re still optimistic about their 

preferences prior to finding out about th~ir performance 
in examinations yet to be taken. The boys in this study 
were from grammar schools, and as such would no doubt have 
a greater chance o! making their preferencev and even 
their aspirations, become their choicer: than moet other 
children. 

Holden (1961) has found that students with high 
scholar;tic ability maintain a high level of occupational 
choice (the oceupationc they had considered and which 
they might select as a career) from the eighth to eleventh 

grace. However, students with lower levels of scholastic 
abilities tend towards vocational choices more euited to 
their abilities. Thie ie- probably a recult of f!:~edback 

from examinations, and the- responding with actual 
choices not preferences, as Holden's defin.ition of 
choice implies., 

Veness (1962) analysed what determined the choices 
of boye anci girls and distinguished bet•een three broad 
categories: trauition-directed, inner-directed and 
othE,r-directed,. The reaeonE selected by boys and girls 
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are similar, as can be seen in TABLE B. 
Veness has data from three kinds ot schools~ 

modern, technical and grammar. While there are a number 
ot minor differences, overall the boys from all schools 
tend to cite most often inner-directed ~easons (about 5~), 
then other-directed (30•40%) with the reet citing 
tradition-directed. The same general trend ia apparent 
with the girls, but tecbni,ca1 school girls tend to c~te 
more often other-directed, rather than inner-directed 
reasons. Veness feels that for many people basic 
orientations of these kinds may be important regardless 
of age, or the ~tage in vocational development reached. 
However• she notes that it is only at ti.mes when there 
are plenty ot job vacancies that most young people can 
afford the luxury ot eoneideri.ng their own demands on 
life in planning a career. This would tend to suggeet 
that for many peoplet at quite an early age, a choice 
tor a general area o! work may be decided upon, but that, 
the actual job entered is probably out of the contro1 of 
the worker to the extent that it depends on what 12 
available at the time when entry to a job is sought. 

Douvan ~ Adelson (1966) gave evidence that boys 
gave a vari.ety ot rea~one tor their vocational choice. 
A majoritJ had a work model or knew someone in the line 
of work they had choaen. Seven out of ten gave 'personal 
interest• as a reason tor chooeing a particular occupation. 
About half felt that job security was important. Twenty
five percent. chose jobs because of certain work-style 
features; for example, working outdoors or being one•s 
own boss implied independence and freedom from restraint. 
Boye concentrated on characteristics ot particular jobs 
other than high pq or good hours, that might be equally 
well met by a variety ~t jobs. Girls however• were quite 
unrealistic in their lite plans, and were not very 
vocationally ori.ented~ However• Douvan & Adelson feel 
this is quite realistic, because of the emphasis Eoeiety 
places on their orientation toward marriage and family life. 
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TABLE B. The tradition-directed, inner-directed and 
other-directed determinants of the job 
choices of boys and eirls, in approximately 
descending order of popularity. Based on 
Veness (1962), Tables 45 and 46, pp. 180-181. 

x indicates a determinant for that sex. 

DBTJmMIHAN'l1S 

TRAD I~, ION-DIR.BC~.' .rJD 

Huns in family; 'influence' can be 
brought to bear 

Others do it; friends go into it; 
neighbours do it: 

INNER-DIRECT.r;D. 

Popular school subject; does it at 
home; likes this sort of activity 

Has tried·it already 
Does it at weekends etc. 
Is eood at it; 

machine-minded, etc. 
Interest in cars, flying, sea, land, 

children, animals 
clothes 

Wants job in open air, 
where meet people, 
can travel, 
help people 

OTHi!:R-DIRBCTBD 

Suggested by lectures, 
conversations 

Watching it being done; 
likes the life; 
the uniform 

Parents keen on it 
Prospects, pay; 

it's a good trade 
a useful skill after 

Clean, pleasant, easy 

talks books, 

marriage 

BOYS 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

GIRLS 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
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r.-, • • t• - ~ ~ ' .- • 1 t 1 .Lll.l.£ 1.r, n0y 1 ce.J.., wrw .. cauce.E many gir r: p ... anc to be 

ar.1biguour:. It v1ould be intcre.stine; to r-ec if tvitl1 the 

cmcrgcnc.:, of the f~minir~t movement, thir0 tctill applief:., 

Pallone et nl. (1970) note that for Bleck youth; the 
jobe they arpirc to are r:.or:t influenced by the r:ame-sex 

parent!.": toz;ether ·1rith appropriate occup:::stional role 

m,::>dr:lt- whatevtr the race or roY • :•his ir- :probably co, 

they conclude, becaut·c thiE iB where mo~t of the 

v•:icational ini'i)rmation anc~ opinion co::e~ fr0n: about r=clf 

and work. 'i'o that extent theEc youth arc br.:inc rcr.:i.lietict 

in that p•:rhapf:" thoy r:·cc- that counrellor:· ..,sho inform 

thf'm prir:H1rily about what their ability an~: a:r,ti t.;udec are, 

are gi vinr; inforr,ation that in the rcttl world rioer not 

hsve much rclevDncc. It ir the job that th0y can get• 
rather than tho job t!u t they arc, E.·ui ted for thri.t i£: r:-;ost 

iIDI}OI·t ant• 

'I'hon:pcon ( 1966) re:porL tlrn t the characteri t:i.cr of 

a vocation that arc important to r:tudent.r: may be 
interno.lizod relatively e:,:n·ly in life, an,., there ir, 

little chance ov 0
• r time. 1ihcrc arc h'.)Wever, i::ifferenc-es 

·.iencrnlly fo.r boyc ~~n,:. girls the moct important vn1uc in 

H job iL thc.t it ir j_ntore ting, ::·ecure t enable2 c:-~pression 

of their own idea:..· anc; enabler:: thcr.i tc; help other people, 

al thouch the~ J.att{~r ir- more, important for girl~·. '7he 

lEart impor":..ant valUCf arc rt jol:: where you coul(: become 

a lender, and '!-!hE:re you could bcc◊r::c a boct'::, both of which 

Dre c:i.tE;et c0nr·i<lcrably le::T frequ2ntly by girlr:. 

;Jhat app{:arr-: to be cvirient fr::>m cxanining the reaf·Ons 

given for their choic0E, variou~ly defined,of occupations, 

ir. that adolecc,:ntc r:eer::. to be quitP rcalictic and 

:;ensible about thera.. "'his wouL: tend to rug i::t thri.t 

~he jobs ~elected mu~t alFo be reali~tic. Hurlock (1968) 
hat written what could be an explanation of thir. 

rr::h.Lle '.;:any adoler ~: c:·ntc a::piri:-' to jobc above the 
0ccupo.tional lcvf•l of their farnilie[:, they are 
roalir-tic about their cha.nccc- of gcttinc them. 
:~or·t follow in the occupational footctcpc of th.cir 
father·~- and go into line£ of worlt char-acterir:tic of 



Certainly adolet:Cf'.,ati: appear to :ri. v0 :1. very wide 

ranc c :J f r(,0.E"O~1g for the:tr eel e:ctionE, a.l though the 
iri'tpr':'::.,::.:ion gain.0d from the dat,·1 Furveyed would indicate 

that the nwnber of rea:-onr: f:;iV<:::n by any individuals f'or 
th€•ir ci'.L:;1cc or choicf:':: if' relnt:i.V€1Y few. Thie moy be 

becau!:·c imrlici t in r::r,uy of th(? qw:'r::tion!:· ,-,.12'kc:c reg,,;;.rding 

roE:.r-:,on:::- for choice, war: th;:;.t the recearchr:r WBt interei:::ted 

in one rcaf.:0:1. ·.;ene!'..~n (1962), for example, a€'"kcd, 

"What gaVE' yau the idee. of goine in for tbc job':n 

This q_uestiGn tenc.2 to itri:ply thiJ.t one idea only iE 

req_uir£·d as a rrt;r,onc;e 1 ar.:.c: C◊nf~equently many children 

would have given one re;;u:on only. 







entering an occupation, e.g. selecting a husband, enter 
occupatione somewhat lower in statue and have less 
predictable vocational choice patterns. A similar 
approach is seen by Hurlock (1968). 

The traditional idea that vocational choices do not 
have atty relevance tor girls is illustrated by the 
considerable amount of research which collect~ data only 
from boys. Data on vocational choices of girl~ is 
limited• and generally gathered as a means of comparison 
with boye, rather than for its own worth. although the 
growing concern for women and women•s rights is changing 
this• Oliver (1975). 

More recent studies have begun to include girls as 
an integral part or the study on vocational choices. 
Gupta (1974) notes considerable overlap between boye 
and girls in terms ot vocational preferences. He sees 
thi.s as indicating a diminishing separation of the sexes 
with reference to the vocations they choo~e. This 
reaearah on Indian children report£ that barriers about 
vocations that were outside their boundc as vocational 
choices for girls, appear to be considerably broken down 
in Indian eociety. Barnett (19?5) reports that women are 
underrepresented in many prestigeous occupations• 
probably becaUE'e of early £ex-related learning with 
respect to the attractiveneEe of prestigecua occupations. 
Women do not necessarily opt for less prestigeoua 
occupations1 but early in their development they learn 
not to aspire to such positions. Barnett feels that this 
is probably due to the rebutrs faced by many women in 
previous generation£, resulting in external barriers 
eventually becoming internalized. She feels that with 
time such barriers may be removed Slld that the removal 
of such barrierE is an important step to make. 

Thus, the eVidence seems to be overwhelmingly in 
favour of finding that in the field of vocational choices, 
there are differences between boye and girle. These 
appear to be based largely on the traditional role 
preecribod for women as that or housewife and mother, and 



not as wor~er. However, as haF been suggested, there is 
a considerable change occurring, slowly but steadily, 
which should eventually result in a bAlancing of thepe 
dif'fercmcest Wright (1975). Time (1974) reports that 
while many countries in rurope have granted equal rights 
legally, genuine social and economic equality ie slow 
in coming. Any changef' in the vocational choicE procese 
for girls may aleo be gradual in appe;:1ring. Ginzberg (1966) 
however, etateE that, 

"One cannot fail to l:e impresr:ed with the broadened 
optionE of educated women to pattern liv~s in 
which work hac an i~portant place. As they avail 
themselves of these opportunities, their life styles 
will resemble thoEe of man. But physiological or 
eocial realitiee will continue to keep young women 
anchored in the two world~ ot home and work. 
However, if conventional hour~ of work decline, 
men in turn, may incrtasingly develop a counterpoise 
to the i~perativee of e care~r. 7hey may ~eek and 
find more of their satisfactions off the job. It 
is no long0r eimply that more and more women are 
followine: the pat t1.:rn uE::ually followed by men; 
men are alro beginnini to enjoy the broadened 
option£ thGt have become av~ilable to many women. 
The place of work in tho livee of women is being 
radically alt@red, but this chan~e ha2 its 
counterpoint in the lives of men. We [, re in the 
midc:t of a larger revolution. 11 (pp. 25.5-256). 



~¥pte 2• ~-
The most popular theories ot vocational choice 
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have been the psychological theories, particularly the 
self theoriec and the developmental theories• or a 
combination ot these. Such theories make at leaet two 
a~sumptions. They are that the vocational choice process• 
as part of the overall development or the individual, 
is a continuous process over a number of years, and that 
the culmination of this process ia of vital importance to 
the overall well-being or the individual. 

The importance of a vocational choice has 
traditionally been great. It has been seen as the 
means of gaj,ning ones identity and giVing meaning .to 
one•s life. Today, however• there is growing evidence to 
suggest that with the increasing affluence of Weetern 
society• people are placing an ever decreasing emphasis 
on work in their livest tmd that the future may not 
require that nearly everyone work. Thia has profound 
implications regarding work and leisure~ 

Although there baa been considerable research on 
vocational. choice and its importance. there has been 
considerable di~ersity when it comes to defining what 
is meant by vocational choice. It seems that different 
theorists have different conceptions and definitione ot 
vocational choice. Chapter 3 presents a definition ot 
vocational choice which distinguishes between vocational 
attainment, vocational choices, vocational preferences 
and vocational aspirations on a continuum from, 'based 
entirely on reality for attainment•, through to, 'little 
or no basis in roality for aspirations•. 

Two key aspects of the vocat1onal choice proceee are 
identified. These are ite continuity and its exclueive 
nature. The former etatee that there is a gradual 
reduction in the number of vocational choices over time. 
The latter states that allied with this reduction in the 
number of choicest is a gradual increase in the extent to 
which the vocational choices are based on reality. Thus, 
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reality is seen on a continuum across ages, rather than 
across kinde of selection at each age level. A 
discueeion of the evidence reveale that rrom an early 
age, as early ae about eleven, there ie a coneiderable 
degree of reality in the vocational choices of children. 

An examination of how many choices are made at 
each age level re•eale that there are generally very 
few at all age levels. Certainly, there doee not appear 
to be a continuous reduction in the number or choices 
made. 

The kinds of cho1ces made are many and varied, as 
are the reasons given for these choices. IIowever, little 
indication is given about how many reaeons are actually 
given. It would appear that there are very few, largely 
due to the structuring of the quectione asking for such 
reasons. 

The evidence strongly suggests that there are 
considerable differoncee in the vocational choice process* 
the actual choicest and their raasons for the choices, 
between boys and girls. With the growing feminist 
movement, and the gonerally changing attitudes towarde 
the role of women in society. this may eventually result 
in a compromise where both malee and females will move 
towards each other in their roles, rather than 1 soy, 
females adopting truditionally male roles. This may take 
some time 1 however. 

Thus, the major traditional theories ot vocational 
choice are open to question in some o! their basic 

assumptions. Doubt is cast on some key aspects of the 
vocational choice proceee. The actual relevance of a 
vocational choice to an individual, previously considered 
so vital, is seriously questioned+ The whole th~oriee 
themselves are even considered to be going in the wrong 
direction. Rather than discard all the work that has 
baen done, and rather than accept all that hes been 
recently proposed, it is felt that by re-examining 
traditional theories, particularly with regard to their 



definitions of terminology, and by examining the basis 
of vocational choice 1n realityt some new direction may 
be round. This direction would consolidate the research 
that has been done in this area, bear in mind the needs 
and demands of l~fe styles of a citizen of the 21st 
century, Walz (1975), and seek new areas in which to 
direct future rese~reh, 

The two opposing views that have been diecu~sed; 
could be reassessed, and a kind or compromise between them 
found. This would combine the good aspects of both views. 
with other v~riablee, to create something more relevant 
to the tuture~ Certainly the whole area of vocational 
choice is undergoing some considerable revolution, and 
changes mu~t be made. 



" 
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There have been surveys on the vocational choices 
of children in New Zealand, McQueen {1940), Baldock (1971), 
but these have generally involved males only, and have 
been done from a non-psychological viewpoint. The preGent 
study was primarily a cross"sectional investigation into 
the number and kinds of vocational choices at agee 11 
through to 17, and the reasone for these choices. It 
was also intended to compare data for males and fems.lea 
to see if there were any ditferences between the sexes on 
vocational choices. 

The study also had a second objective. This was to 
investigate the extent to which vocational choices are 
realistic" Vocational choices are defined ae the jobs 
that people expect that they will most likely end up 
doing. Vocational preferences arc defined as the jobs 
that an individual likes and could possibly do 1 but tor 
various reai:;one does not expect to end up doing. 
Vocational aspirat~ons arc defined as the jobs an 
individual would do if by some magic they could do any 

job they wanted. Vocational attainment wa~ the jobs 
actually entered. Thie distinction was made to help 
clarity the sometimes contusing interpretations of what 
vocational choice means. It was felt this would be 
helpful in enabling children to distinguish between the 
vocational s~lections th&y had, which could include both 
the realistic and unrealiEtic. 

There has been considerable discuaeion on the extent 
to which vocational choicee are based on reality and this 
bas been quite a eignifieant aepect or the more popular 
theories ot vocational choice. The most popular of these 
theories are the developmental theories of Ginzberg et al. 

(1951), Super and his associates (1953, 1957, 1961•• 
1961b, t96Z, 1970), and Holland (1959, 1973) and the Belt 
theories e.g. Roe and her associates (1956, 1957, 1966). 
The basic assumptions it would seem or these and other 
theories, are that vocational choice is a developmental 
process, which is part of overall development. and that a 
decision on a vocational choice is a significsnt aspect 
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or a personts lifo. 
The belief thnt voc8.tiona1 choice is a developmental 

process, is in part. based on the assumption that this 
process is continuous and exclusive in nature. It i~ 
continuous because there is a gradusl reduction in the 
number or vocation~! choice$ made with increaaing age. 
It is exclusive in nature in that along with the reduction, 
with age, in the number or choiceo, there will be an 
accompanying increase in the degree to which these choices 
are realistic, Crites (1969}. That vocational choice ia 
a very signif~cant aspect of a person's l~fe is based on 
the traditional concept that a person's work is very 
important to them in tE:irms of their identity, prestige, 
livelihood or self actualization. 

It was relt thnt generally there would not be many 
vocational choices made at any age lev~l, and that these 
choices would generally be realistic from an·early age. 
Three factors contributed to this feeling; the general 
trend towards an inereaGe of leisure, Child£, (1965), 
Roberts 0973), the changing importance of wor!t, Kreps 
& Spengler (1973). Wamath (1975), and the large number 
of children in New Zealand lea•dng school at about 15 or 
16 yeare of age. It was also felt that the contintdty 
and exclusive nature, ae key ac;pects of tbe V'OCational 

choice proceee would not be ~upportod and that an 08rly 
realistic choice would indicate that children are 
placing less importance on such a decision. as part or 
overall development. An early choice implie0 less concern 
about maki.ng the 'rightt choice in terms of eelf
aetualization, and a concern with other a~pects or 
development., 

EC'!VBS OF THE RESEARCH. 
The main hypothesis was whether or not vocational 

choice is realistic from the age of 11 years~ It was 
decided that this was beet determined by considering, 
a) Whether or not children could distinguish between 

vocational choices, vocational preference~ and 



vocational aEpirations. 

b) '.rhe number of vocational choices made at each age 
level. 

c) The kinds of vocational choice€ made at each age 
level. 

d) The kinds of reasons given for vocational choices. 

e) The extent to which expressed vocational choices, as 
defined above, were reliable. 
The specific hypotheses to be tested in this study 

were, therefore, as follows: 

1) Vocational choices, vocational preferences and 
vocational aspirations are three distinct categories 
able to be distinguiehed as early as age 11. 

2) At any age level, the average number of choices as 

well as preferences and a£pirationE' will be few 
(defined as less than or equal to 5). 

3) There will be many different kinds of jobs E'elected 

at each age level. 
4) At any age level, the average number of reasons 

given for selecting the·first choice and aspiration, 
and for not expecting the firct preference will be 
few (defined as less than or equal to 5). 

5) There will be many different kindE of reasons given 

for first choice and aspiration, and for not 
expecting firEt preference, at each age level. 

6) There will be significant differences due to sex • 

.tv'J.i, TH OD • 

Sµbjects: The subjects were 646 children, 313 males and 

333 females, 11 to 17 years of age, and heterogeneous 
with reEpect to school grade as shown in r..r.•ABLE 1. The 

sample comprised all the children present at school, on 
the day of the survey, at a modern, co-educational, form 
1 to 7 private ®ool, as well as 18 males and 19 femaies, 
all agr,d 11, at a State Intermediate school. Al though 
no data was obtained on ability, it was assumed that 
there was a normal distribution of ability in the group. 

The subjecte were also heterogeneous with rern:iect to 



TABLE 1. The distribution of subjects across age, 
school form and sex. 

s~x FORM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 TOTAL TOTAL 

AGE M F M F M F M }, M F M F M F M F 

11 48 50 1 1 49 51 100 
12 25 19 36 36 1 62 55 117 
13 15 15 35 35 50 50 100 
14 30 21 31 45 1 62 66 128 

15 18 14 25 38 1 43 53 96 
16 1 1 20 21 9 22 30 44 74 
17 4 2 9 8 3 5 16 15 31 

SEX !73 69 52 52 66 56 50 60,50 61 18 31 3 5 TOTAL 

TOTAI 142 104 122 110 111 49 8 n = 646 

KEY: M - male 
F - female 
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r;ocial clas£. fubjects werr, almo12t all of the snme 

religious denomi!lation .. This is not conBidered to be 

significant by Eal.dock (1971) who r0viewe<l the litcrnture 
in this area and found that many ,:ri terT found no 

Fignificant differcncce: between rcligioui:.:: denominations 

in cucce.cs ctri "ling :md levEl of a.!::piration2. the 

hcrrclf came to a £imil~r concluPion. 

gueLtionnaire: A qucrtionne.irc was choeen for the 

collection of data, primarily because of convenience. 

Howev, r, the quer::tionnaire bis been shown to be a 

relia.bl0 means of obtnining dat:=> on vocational choices, 

as well aB having good predictive validity, Super & 

Criter- (1962), Crites (1969), 'Hhitney (1969), Gade g. 

Soliah ( 1975). The quE•;:tionnaire war-; <ler::--igned to provide 

informa::ion on; 

a) The age, namo, form, and Eex of each r:ubject. 
b) 'The number of vocational choices, vocPtionel preferences 

c) 

d) 

and vocational aspif[!tions celected., 
r~'hc 

and 

kindr- of vocational choiceF, vocational preferences 

vocational aspirations selected. 
The number of reasonc given for eclecting the fir6t 

vocational choice and vocationRl aepiration, and for 
not expecting the fir£t vocational preference. 

e) 'The kindE of reaconr: given for celecting the first 

vocational choice and vocational aspiration. and for 
not expecting the firct vocationP-1 preference. 

f) 'T'he ranking of each vocational choice, vocational 

preference and voc8tional eFpiration. 
g) The rank.int:: of r·a.ch rer.:1con given for (·electing the 

fir~t vocrttional choice and vocational a1c,pirr:tion, 

and for not expecting to do the fir6t vocational 

preference. 
The queEtionnaire included brief instruction~ about 

the tiietinction£ to be made between vocational choices, 
voca :.ional pre fcrence£' and vocational as.pirationr·, as 
well atc general inE,tructionE. It weL not to f:Ugg,:,r-t that 

only one f,election or rec.i::-::m war to be given tn 0nch caE:e, 



al though one only may be given. 'rhe quettionnnire 

f.•eemcd to adequately meot all thf:E:~~ crit· 0 ria. ([:ee 
l1.I' ... ,;..;iLD,.) • 

Procedure: The duy be for the quentionnnire war· to be 

ec:!'.'linir:terer.i all the t~tDff at the cchool in which the 

quor- tionnaire w,u~ to be adminiFti:-:·rr·d, met with the 

E6. 

author .i.n thf-: !:'Liffroor.1 of the Fchool. The~ que;-tionnaire 

wnn e:x;;mined :,n:::i the dictinction2 between vocational 

cho~cc0, vocction~l prefercncee and vocational aEpirstions 

WPrc made clear to all. All were inFtructed to r~ad the 
quertionnaire through slowly with the eubjectB and then 

to anEwer que:·tlonE-.: rch,ting to the dictinctionF between 

vocational choiccE", vocational preferencr-.s and vocntional 

aspiration£, but not ar. to what job8 may be includeds 
except to reply, 'You write down what you feel is most 
appropriate for you•. Any quettionE about the ranking 

were also allowed to be further explained to subjects~ 
It war cr.:;phaE;ized to r·taf f that thif' waF not a tert and 

that they were to tell the children thiB, and thet the data 
would be treated confidentially. ~ubjects were to be 

informed that they were being iu,;keci to cor.iplete a 
que.rtionnaire on their vocational choicef', vocational 

pre: f erE·HC(·S a110 vocational acpira ti.onr: and that they were 

to be ho1101::t in their r£•£.:ponicee, i:::ince thic information 

coul<l prove helpful to them. It vmr: ac£:.umed th?.t, with 

teachers following ci~ilar procedurec• the conditions for 

the quoEtionnaire in their cles£room£ by their clasBroom 

teachert during one class period. 

A) Questionnaire: The re~ults are pre0ented in rection~, 
ac indicat0d by the hypotheses being teFted. 
1) Vocational choices, vocational preferences and 

vocational acpirationP are three c"irtinct categories, 

able to be diEtinguiBhed ar early al?' age 11. 

t:ince all r·ubjects recpondc:•d to the quf:Ftionnaire, 

and were abl£ in moFt CBf'Cr: to !'elect D. job for each 

-----------------------------~ 
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category, it :nuE·t be a£eumed that they could make the 

distinction. A 8mall number of subject£ made no £election 
for one or two of the categoriec choice, preference, or 

aEpiration, but this iF to be expected, because it is 

posEible tht:t thece subjects did not have any choice, 

prefercnC(! or aspiration. :'io Eubjecl wac unable to give 

at lc:ast one job for one of the cat0gorie1:.·. 'l°cachers 

reported that EUbject~ ceexed ablo to make the dietinction, 
and any initial confu.sion war:. clarified. '~ ABL1:. 2,. present£ 

the number of cubject£ in each age/~ex group who2e first 

choice i0 the same or eimilar to tho firct preferG11ce or 
a1cpir~ ion, or whor·e fir£:t preference wns the r-ame or 

sioilar to the firFt a~piration. Jobs were considered 

flirr:il&r if they \Ere in the f:ame CE tegorieE outlined by 

1/iller (1968). It may be aesumed that if many subjectF 

lictf,d the n1r:;e or rimilar jobi.:- in each c1..d:egory, that 

thif.: would be an indic,J.tion thnt they were not making the 

diFtinctionc. In general the rerultF FUgfE~t that th~re 
W'J.E a very low percentag,. of eame or similar F:elections of 

jobc acro~'f, categories. 

2) At any age level the avsrage number of choices as 

well as preferences or ar.pirations will be few (defined 

a£ le:" than or eoual to 5.) 
l.ci.BLL 3. pr<:-FEmtr the average, number of voca.tional 

choices, voc2tion!"il preferenceE: and voctttional aLpir~1tionr 

selected at each age level for rnale:c;, females and overall. 

The overall range is from 2.00 to 4.41. ~he overall 
average number of choicer- for r.ialeF and fer!\alec, at all 

age levelF. is 3.36. ?or preferences thiB figure is 

3.02 ;:ind for a1°~pirations 2.71. The overall average 

number of Felections, irrecpective of age, eex or kind 

of celection is 3.03,. 
'.i.ABil 4. presents the frequency of the number of 

choices over all age levels. The number of subject£ who 
made greater than 5 choices is 97 or 15;'.. ::f'he cir;.ilar 

figures for preference£ and aspirations are aE'. follows: 

50 (8:::) and 45 (7%) respectively. 

FIGU.H.i:. 1. pre£cnt1, the main data of 'lAbU 3. in 



TABLE 2. The percentage of subjects in each age/sex 
group whose first choice is the same as or 
similar to the first preference or aspiration, 

ti 

or whose first preference is the same as or 
similar to the first aspiration. 

AGE 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

SEX M F M F M F M l!, M F M .b" Iv1 F 

n 49 51 62 55 50 50 62 66 43 53 30 44 16 15 
Fir.st 5cirne 8 2 5 2 0 2 2 3 0 4 3 2 0 0 C:hoiU. 

o .... d-
Sil'llilar 2 4 0 2 2 2 5 0 0 2 0 0 0 13 Prefer-

cn.,c 

Fir.st 
Some 10 2 10 9 12 4 5 2 7 2 0 2 0 7 Cho,,e 

or.cl 
s;.,,,;\nr 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 2 3 0 6 7 ,-_~pirai• 

lbf'\ 

First Some 22 12 0 13 4 6 2 2 5 4 3 12 0 0 P,-,.fer-
en,£ 
"'"cl Si..;,lor 4 2 5 2 0 0 0 2 5 6 0 0 0 7 A•tir•~• 
I" 

KEY: M - male 
F - female 
n - number of subjects in each age/sex group 



TABLE 3. The average number of choices, preferences 
and aspirations made by males and females, 
and the overall total of subjects, at each 

!i 
age level. 

AGE SJ~X CHOICE PREFBRBNCE ASPIRATION 

Male 2.94 2.51 2.57 
11 Female 2.63 2.25 2.16 

Overall 2.78 2.38 2.36 

Male 3.32 2.71 2.58 
12 Female 5.07 3.87 3.65 

Overall 4.15 3.26 3.09 

Male 4.16 3.60 3.02 
13 Female 4.66 3.18 3.20 

Overall 4.41 3.39 3.11 

Male 3.68 3 •. 10 2.85 
14 Female 4.24 4.08 3.41 

Overall 3.97 3.60 3.14 

Male 3.26 2.95 2.81 
15 Female 3.25 3.38 3.47 

Overall 3.25 3.19 3.18 

Male 2.83 2.20 1.73 
16 Female 2.57 2.43 2.30 

Overall 2.68 2.34 2.07 

Male 2.ys 3.13 1.94 
17 Female 1.87 2.80 2.00 

Overall 2.32 2.97 2.00 
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TA]3LE 4. The frequency distribution of the number 
of choices in all age/sex groups. 

n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

f 7 63 150 166 108 55 44 

KEY: n - number of choices 
f - frequency 
T -·total 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

22 11 7 5 3 2 1 l 

70. 

19 T 

1 646 
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graph form, and includes the overall average number of 
selections mada in each age/Eex group, including choices, 
preferences and a~pirat:lons :tn one total. For thi.s 
figure the number of 'choices' is •many•~ 
3) There will be many different kinds of job~ aelected 
&teach age level. 

TABLE 5- shows the number of different kinds ot jobs 
selected by subjects for their first choice, preference 
8.Ild aspiration in each age/sex group. In general there 
were at leaet about half as many different jobs selected 
for each of oho1ee, preference and aspiration at each age 
level, as their were subjects at that level. 

Overall there were 266 different kinde of jobs 
selected. TABLE 6. shows the jobs selected by equal to 
or greater than 10% of the subjects 1n each age/eex group• 
as their first choice, preference or asp~ration. These 
are the most popular choices, prererences or aspirations. 
For the males there 1st at each age level, quite a 
variation in the most popular jobs selected as choices. 
For females there are jobs likemree and teacher which 
are popular at all age levels. 
4) At any age level the average number of rea~ons given 
for selecting the first choice and aspiration and for 
not expecting the first preference will be few Cd~fined 
as less than or equal to 5). 

In general, the average number of reasons g:1.ven 
tor the first choice and aspiration and for not expecting 
the first preference w~s smell. The marlmum number 
given was 6. but all but a few eubjects gave between 1 
and 4. TABLE 7. shows the average number of reasons 
given at each age level tor males, femelee and overall. 
5) There will be many dif'f'eront ld.ncs of reasons given 
at each age level+ 

Although the avGrage number of reasons given by 

subjects was generally few, the variety of reasons was 

not. 



TABLE 5. The number of different kinds of jobs 

selected by subjects as their first 

choice, preference and aspiration, at 

each age/sex ~roup. 

AGE 11 12 13 14 15 16 

SBX M F M It' M F M F M F M ]? 

NUN:BER OF 49 51 62 55 50 50 62 66 43 53 30 44 
SUBJECTS 

CHOICE 33 19 29 21 28 18 38 25 33 20 25 26 

PRE},gRENCE 37 30 36 32 30 28 41 35 30 24 24 30 

ASPIRA'l' I ON 36 32 32 36 31 29 40 41 28 35 21 33 

KEY: M - male 
F - female 

17 

M ]!, 

16 15 

14 9 

14 12 

12 9 



TABL1'J 6. The jobs that were selected by eq_ual to or 

e;reater than lOfa of the subjects in any 

age/sex group, as their first choice, 

preference or aspiration,(in percentages). 

A blank means less than 10;6. 

KEY: C - choice; p - preference; A - aspiration. 
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TABLE 7. The averae;e number of reasons given for first 

choices and aspirations, and for not expecting 

first pre4erences, by males and females, and 

the overail total of subjects, at each age 

level. 

AGE SEX C lOICB PREFJ~RENC.8 ASPIRATION 

Male 1.55 1.10 1.06 

11 Female 1.59 1.06 1.02 
Overall 1.57 1.08 1.04 

Male 1.47 1.18 1.26 

12 Female 2.33 1.69 1.95 
.Overall 1.87 1.42 1.58 

Male 2.14 1.38 1.46 

13 Female 2.32 1.48 1.68 

Overall 2.23 1.43 1.57 

Male 1.98 1.26 1.55 

14 Female 2.38 1.86, 1.94 ' 
Overall 2.19 1.57 1.75 

Male 2.21 1.47 1.49 

15 Female 1.98 1.36 1.10 

Overall 2.08 1.41 1.60 

Male 2.47 1.20 1.60 

16 Female 1.75 1.32 1.39 

Overall 2.04 1.27 1.47 

Male 1.75 1.00 1.38 

17 Female 1.40 0.87 0.47 

Overall 1.58 0.94 0.94 
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TABL.8 8. shows the number of different kinds of reasons 
given at each age level for their first choice and 

aspiration and for not expecting their first preference. 

However, although there was a wide variety of reasons~ 
there was at each level a tendency for certain reasons 

to be given more frequently than others. TABLES 9. and 
10. pre~ent a Eummary of these most popular reasonF, 
The most popular reasons for making the first choice 
and.aspiration were 'liking the job' end 'good pay• .. 
For preferences, the most popular reason for not expecting 
to end up doing the job were 'lack of an essential 
personal quality•, 'lacking intellectual ability' and 
'no reason 1 • 

6) There will not be any significant differences due 
to sex. 

In order to determine differences due to sex, data 
was compared between males and females on: 
a) ri'he average number of choices, preferenceE and 

aspirations made at each age level (TA.BI.8 3.,) 

b) The number of different kind::: of jobs selected 

by subjectE as their fir2t choice, preference and 
aspirotion. (TABLE 5.) 

c) The kind2 of jobs selected by equal to or greater 
than 10% of the subjects at a particular age level 
ae their first choice, preference or aspiration, 
i.e. the most popular jobs, (TABLE 6). 

d) 'Ihe average number of reasons given by EUbjects for 

their fir2t choice and aspiration and for not 

expecting their first preference, at each age 
level. (TABLE 7). 

e) r.!:he nuD.ber of different ~incis of reasons given by 

subjects for their first choice and aspiration and 

for not expecting their first preference at ea.ch age 
level, (TABLE 8) .. 

f) The kindE of reaE;ons selected by equal to or greater 
than 10JC of the subjects at a particula.r aae level 

for making their firEt choice and acpiration and for 

not expecting their first preference, (T;,BLLS 9. and 10). 



! 
TAJJLl!.; 8. '.l..'he number of different kinds of reasons 

given by subjects for their first choice 
and aspiration, and for not expecting 

their first preference, in each age/sex 
group. 

AGE 11 12 13 14 15 16 

S.~X M F M F M F M F M F M F }lf 
H 

NU~1El!;H. OF 49 51 62 55 50 50 62 66 43 53 30 44 16 
SUBJBCTS 

CHOICE 26 24 29 25 28 30 39 40 34 35 28 26 20 

PRBFERirnCE 25 15 25 26 23 26 32 41 18 26 18 27 12 

ASPIRATION 24 12 22 21 31 24 33 32 15 28 23 23 15 

KEY: M - male 
F - female. 
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lettered 
as above. 
a) The dat6 in TABLE 3., the average number of choices, 
pre:ierences and aspirations made by the subjects at each 
age level was subjected to te£ts for two randomized 
groups, McGu~gan (1968), to determine if there were any 
significant differences at each age levEll end for each 
kind of selection, between the sexes. (eee TABLE 11.). 
Significant differencee at the .001 level were found 
between the choice0 and preferences of male and female 
12 year old9• At the .01 level of significance, differences 
were round between the sexes on the preferences of 14 
year olds. At the «05. level of significance, differences 
were found in the aspirations of 12 and 16 year olds, 
and the choices of 17 year olds. All other differences 
between the e·exeE on the number of choices, preferences 
and aspiration£ i:~elEicted WE're not significant .. 
b) The number of ditforent kindc of jobs selected by 
subjecte as their firEt choice, preference and aspiration 
ie expre~sed as a percentage of the number of subjects 
in that age/sex group in FIGURES 2,3, and 4. This 
enables comparisons between the eexes to be seen more 
readily. For their first choices, males overall average 
27% mo1·e diffex·ent kinds of jobs than females. This 

ranges from 2CH, more at 13 years to 39% more at 15 years. 
For preferences the overall average is 11% more for males 
with a range of 1% more for females at 12 years to 24% 
more for males at 15 years. F~r aspir.3.tions the overall 
average is 2. 16% more for males, with a range o:f 14% more 
for females at age 12, to 15% more for males at age 17. 
Thus,. there appears to be a much greater range of choices 

at all age levels for males• but that the difference is 
not quite so great for preferences and there is no 
overall difference tor aspirations. In tact 12, 14 and 
16 year old females select a greater range of jobs !or 
their first aspiration, than do their male contemporaries. 
c) There are considerable differences between the sexes 
in the kinds of jobs selected by greater than or equal to 
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TABLE 11. t test comparisons between males and females 

of the average number of choic~s, preferences 
and aspirations made at each age level. A row 

blank means that pis greater than .01. 

AGE SEL~CTION i,1.t;;AN SUMS OF 
SQUARES 

MAL~ ··F;l,111.L.t:: MA.L.t:: .l!
1~tiJ\.li.t:: 

- -·- --- -·-· 
Choice 2.94 2.63 110.82 59.92 

11 Preference 2.51 2.25 64.24 75.69 
Aspiration 2. 571 2.16 116.00 123.75 

Choice 3.32 5.07 106.55 645.71 
12 Preference 2.71 3.87 70.77 276.11 

Aspiration 2.58 3.65 58.10 789.53 

Choice 4.16 4.66 202.72 377.22 
13 Preference 3.60 3.18 156.00 165.38 

Aspiration 3.02 3.20 146.98 126.00 

Choice 3.68 4.24 201.J5 216 .• 12 
14 Preference 3.10 4.08 141.42 336.62 

Aspiration 2.85 3.41 169.69 231.95 

Choice 3.26 3.25 221.19 203.81 
15 Preference 2.95 3.38 149.91 150.45 

Aspiration 2.81 3. t~ 7 294.51 511.21 

Choice 2.83 2.57 98.17 66.80 
16 Preference 2.20 2.43 30.80 78.80 

Aspiration 1.73 2.30 25.87 81.16 

Choice 2.75 1.87 30.00 5.73 
l7 Preference 3.13 2.80 23.75 34.40 

Aspiration 1.94 2.00 14.94 26.00 

x - indicates the level of significance. 

The equation for computing t Was: 

t 1' -;:::==x::::::::::' -====x::::::::::),. === 
( ss,+ SS.1. )ll + I) 

(1\- l) +(r\- I) \n°; ~ 
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FIGURE 2. The number of 
different kinds of first 
choices selected in 
each age/sex group, 
as a percentage of the 
number of subjects in 
that &roup. 

FIGURB 3. The number of 
d1f1erent kinds of first 
preferences selected 
in each age/sex group, 
as a percentage of the 
number of subjects in 
that group. 

FIGURB 4. The number of 
difierent kinds of first 
aspirations selected 
in each age/sex group, 
as a percentage of the 
number of subjects in 
that group. 
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1<1'/4 of the subjects at a particular age level as their 
first choice, preference or aspiration, i .. e., the most 
popular jobs. An examination of TABLE 6, reveals that 
the only overlap wae toeching and that only tor 14 year 
old preferences., There we,s overlap in jobs chonen by 

lees thai--1 10% ot subjects in any age/sex group, as may be 

expected, but for the more popular joba, overlap was almost 
non-existant. Females sGloct quit& different choices, 
preferences and aspiration~ t·o males. 
d) An inepection of TABI..E ?. Fhowe that ovarall there 
were no apparent differences between the sexes on the 
number of reasons given for firFt choice and aspiration 
and ror not expecting the firet preference. 
e) Tbe number of different kinds or reasons selected for 
the first choice and aspiration and. for not expecting 
the first preference is expreseed as a percentage of the 
number of subjects in each age/sex group in FIGURES 5, 6, 
and 7. This enables all of the comparisons between the 
sexes. to be made more easily. 

It can be determined that for their first choices* 
ma1es overall average 8 • .3¼ more different kinds of reasons 
than females, renging from 4% less a.t 13 years to 35% 
more at 16 yeare. For preferences, males overall average 
2.3% more different kinds or reasons than females. 
ranging from 11% at 14 years to 28% more at 1?. For 
aspirations, males overall average 4.C#, more different 
kinds of reasons than females, ranging from 18% le~s at 
15, to 25% more at 11 years. Overall malee give more 
kinds of rea~ona for their first choices than females, but 
aport frorn ages 11 to 17, females give more kinds or 
reasons for their preferences.. For aspirations, fem!!lee 
give more kinds at ages 12, 15 and 1?, and males give 
more kinds at ages 11, 13, 14 and 16 .. 
f) There are differences apparent in the kinds ot reasons 
given for selecting the first choice and aspiration and 
for not expecting the first preference, by equal to or 
greater than 10% of the males and female~. Thie data ie 
presented in TABLES 9. and 10. 

·--------------------~---~---------~------
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FIGURJE 5 •. The number of 
different kinds of 
reasons given for the 
first choice, by each 
age/sex 6roup, as a 
percentage of the 
number of subjects in 
that group. 

FIGURB 6. The number of 
different kinds of 
reasons given for not 
expecting the first 
preference, by each 
age/sex group, as a 
percentage of the 
number of subjects in 
that group. 

FIGURB 7. The number of 
different kinds of 
reasons given for the 
first aspiration, by 
each age/sex group, as 
a percentage of the 
number of subjects in 
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B) Reliability ~tudy: In order to tect whether or not 
thi~ ctudy was reliable, four weeks after the initial 

administering of the quertionnaire, a random Eample of 

139 EUbjects, comprising 10 males tmd 10 females from each 
age level (except age 13 where there were only 9 males, 
and age 17, where there were 8 maleB and 12 females) 

waE administered the queetionnaire again. This study was 
done to compare the results for theFe subjects at two 
times, one month apart, on the following points. 
i) The average number of choicec, preferences and 

aspirations at each ege level. 
ii) ~'he number of subject£:: who se-lectsd the ra.mE· firr;t 

choice, pref0rence and aspiration at each age level. 

iii) The average number of reasons for choice, preferE,nce 

and aspiration a.t e.lch age level. 

iv) The number 0f c-ubjectF who gave the came reasonF at 
f:Dch age levf:l., 

-%,bl,1:~.:.., 12, 13, 14 and 15 present the results of these 

comparisons ill 
i) 'I'fJ.:\LL 12., compares the average number of choices, 

preferences and aspirations at e.~ch age level on both 

occaf:ions, using the Pearson Product Moment r. ,6:s can 

be sePn the correlation£ were generally indicative of 

reliability. 
ii) 'I'ABL.i 13., compares the first choice, preference and 

aspiration of the subject~ in the reliability study., 
The comparison war:: divided into six categories. Thee:e 
are aE followe: 

A. Identical choice, preference or aspiration on 

both occaEionr-. 
B. Similar choice, preference or aspiration on both 

occasionF. 1 according to categories, used by 

Xiller (1968) .. 
c. The firrt choice, preference and aspiration 

war, interchanged with the second one, which was 

si,::ilar. 

D .. The firct choice, preference or aspiration was 
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TABLE 12. Correlations using the Pearson Product Moment 
r, between the number of choices, preferences 
and aspirations made by subjects in the 
reliability ~est group, on the two administer
ings of the questionnaire, one month apart. 

~ < 
CHOICE PR.B.b'ERENC E ASPIRATION 

11 .76 .67 .51 
12 .52 .64 .42 
13 .84 .79 .79 
14 .54 .12 .31 
15 .51 .69 .68 
16 .12 .59 .56 
17 .55 .25 .66 ' 
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TABLE 13. Comparisons of the first choices, preferences 
and aspirati,rns, of the subjects in the 
reliability test group, on the two adminis
terings of the questionnaire, one month apart. 

AGE 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

KEY: A - Identicnl on both occasions. 
B - &imilar on both occasions, as categorized 

by Mil1er(l968). 
C - The first selection interchanged with the 

second, which was similar. 
D - The firnt selection interchanged with the 

second, which was different. 
E - The firat selection was ranked third or 

lower on ~he second occasion. 
F - On one occasion no selection was made. 
G - Different on both occasions. 
Ta- Total of A, Band C. 
Tb- Total of D, E, F and G. 
Tc- Overall total. 

CAT.8GORY A B C D E ]!, G Ta Tb Tc 

SrJ£J~CTION 

Choice 65 - 5 15 10 - 5 70 30 100 

l)ref erence 35 15 - 5 5 5 35 50 50 100 

Aspiration 50 10 - 5 5 10 20 60 40 100 

Choice 75 5 - 5 5 - 10 80 20 100 

Preference 15 15 - 5 5 - 60 30 70 100 

Aspiration 40 5 - - 25 - 30 45 55 100 

Choice 85 5 - - - 5 5 90 10 100 

Preference 32 10 - 5 11 - 42 ·42 58 100 

Aspiration 42 - - - 21 5 32 42 58 100 

Choice 65 5 - - 25 - 5 70 30 100 

Preference 30 15 - - 15 - 40 45 55 100 

Aspiration 3n I 10 - - 15 - 45 40 60 100 

Choice 65 I 10 - - 5 10 10 75 25 100 

Preference 50 5 - 5 10 5 25 55 45 100 

Aspiration 35 5 - - 15 10 35 40 60 100 

Choice 65 10 - - 10 - 15 75 25 100 

Preference 40 15 - 5 10 - 30 55 45 100 

Aspiration 55 - - - 15 15 15 55 45 100 

Choice 90 - - - 10 - - 90 10 100 

Preference 50 10 - - 15 - 25 60 40 100 

Aspiration 70 5 - 5 - .5 15 75 25 100 



TAJ3LE 14. Correlationa using the Pearson Product Moment 
r between the number of reasons given for the 

first choice and aspiration, and for not 
expecting the first preference, by the subjects 
in the reliability test group, on the two 
administerings of the questionnaire, one 
month apart. 

u 

~ 
CHOICE PR.B:E'ERENCE ASPIRATION 

11 .10 .20 .33 
12 .60 .64 .53 
13 .64 .37 .57 
14 .32 .28 .52 
15 .39 .56 .46 
16 .93 .33 .71 
17 .57 .46 .15 



TABLE 15. Comparisons of the reasons given for the first 
choice and a:Jpiration, and for not expectin6 
the first preference, by the subjects in the 
reliab~~ity test group, on the two administ
erings~6f the questionnaire, one month apart. 

,-;k, ,, 

AGE 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

KEY: A - Identical reasons on both occasions. 
B - Similar reasons on both occasions. 
C - On one occasion no reasons given. 
D - Different reasons on both occasions. 
Ta- Total of A and B. 
~b- Total of C and D. 
Tc- Overall total. 

CATEGORY A B C D Ta Tb Tc 
SEL~~;CTION 

Choice 40 10 5 45 50 50 100 

Preference 30 10 15 
' 

45 40 60 100 

Aspiration 30 10 25 35 40 60 100 

Choice 55 25 - 20 80 20 100 

Preference 5 10 - 85 15 85 100 

Aspiration ,25 50 - 25 75 25 100 

Choice 68 6 6 20 74 26 100 

Preference 32 5 5 58 37 63 100 

ADpiration 21 16 5 58 37 63 100 

Choice 40 5 - 55 45 55 100 

Preference 40 10 5 45 50 50 100 · 

Aspiration ij30 15 5 50 45 55 100 

Choice 45 15 10 30 60 40 100 

Preference 35 10 20 35 45 55 100 

Aspiration 20 20 20 40 40 60 100 

Choice 60 10 - 30 , 70 30 100 

Preference 45 5 - 50 50 50 100 

Aspiration 50 10 20 20 60 40 100 

Choice 55 15 - 30 70 30 100 

Preference 40 - 5 55 .40 60 100 

Aspiration 35 20 10 35 55 45 100 



interchanged with the second one, which was 
different. 

E .. The first choice, preference or aspiration 
was still selected, but was ranked third or 
lower. 

F. On one occasion no choice, preference or 
aspiration was selected. 

G. A completely different choice• preference or 
aspiration was selected .. 

It was felt that a combination of A, B a.nd C would 
indicate a tendency towards reliability of selections .. 
A combination of D, E:, F aild G, would indicate lack of 
reliability ot choices, preferences and aspirations. 

90 .. 

Results tor choices suggests a tendency towards reliability .. 
?or preferences and aspirations there is little reliability. 
111) TAbLE 14 compares the average number of reasons 
given by subjects for their first choice and aspiration 
and tor not expecting their first preference, on both 
adminieterings of the questionnaire, using the Pearson 
Product Moment r. In general these correlations are not 
very high, except tor choices and aspirations for 16 year 
old males. 
iv) TAbLE 15 presents the comparison of the ld.nds or 
reasons given by subjects on both administerings of the 
questionnaire. The comparison was dividod into four 
categories. 

It 
A. 

A. Identical reasons on both occasions. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
was 
a.nd 

Similar reasons on both occasions. 
On one occasion no reason given. 
Different res.eons on both occasions. 
felt that a tendency towards a combination of both 
B. would indicate support for reliability of the 

kinda of reasons given. A tendency towards a combination 
of c .. and L. would 1ndica.te lack of reliability for the 
kinds of reasons given. For choices the trend is towards 
reliability. Preferences and aspirations are less 
reliable. 



DitCU£SION: 

A. Reliabilitl Study. 

i) The avera.g;c: number of choice8, preferenci::cE end 

aspirations at each age level. 

91. 

'l'he Peareon Product 'Mome-nt r between the number of 

choice£ eelected on the firct and second adrdniE=tration 

of the que!·.tionnaire were all positive and at least 

greater than 0.5.. While none· of thet:·o correlation£ is 
extremely hight there was in fact, on both occasions a 

low numbt,r (few) of choices, preferencee and a;;pirations 

macie at each age level., For the reliability study 

subjecte, the average number of choices, pre fcrence€'; and 

aspir,-ttions over all age levels and undifferentiated for 

sex were as outlined in T~LLE 16. 
Thue, while the correlation~ were not extremely high, 

there waE little difference in the overall av~rage 
number., ~:ince the 11re.c ent concern i£ with demonr::trating thc1t 

the number of choiceE, preferences and Eif~pirations would 
be leEc than five, it would appear that this is so. 

ii) The number of subject£ who eelectcd the same first 

choice, preference and aspiration, at each ago level. 
'Ihe percentage of subjects who made the same or a 

very oimilar choice on both occasions was very high. 

Thie ranged from 70;~ at agee 11 and 14 to 9CJ;; at 13 and 

17. This would tend to sue::5ct:t that for most Fuhjectr, 

their choice is stable over a leest one month .. It also 
indicates that the children were not answnring the 

quectionnaire randomly, since they are hardly likely to 

remember a one month old lle. Quite a different situation 
is evident for preferencec and aspirntion.e. Generally 

the percentage of subjects selecting the sBme first 
preference and aspiration is much lo'tler than for choices. 
This is what can be expected, con.sidering that they have 

less baEi& in reality, as de fined by this study, e.nd are 

therefore more Gusceptible to changec in whim. 
iii) The average number of reaf:OnE: for choice, preference 

and aspiration, at each age level. 
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TABLE 16. The average number of choices, preferences 
and aspirations, for all age/sex groups, of 
the subjects in the reliability test group, 
on the two administerings of the 
questionnaire, one month apart. 

SELECTION CHOICE PREPEH.BNCE ASPIRATION 

ADMINISTERING OF 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

AVERAGE NUMbER 
OVERALL 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.7 
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The stability of the number of different reasons 
given, over time, does not appear to be very high. The 
correlations were generally quite low. Since most subjects 
gave very few reasons, 1, 2, or 3, then this would tend 
to suggest that while cubjects may be fairly definite as 
to what they select with recpect to choices, preferences 
and aspirations, they are changeable as to why they 
select these choices and aspirationc and do not expect to 
do their preferences, except perhaps the 16 year olds. 
iv) The number of subjecte who gave the same reaFons at 
each age level. 

For selecting choictt, preferences and aspirations the 
questionnaire required a list of jobs. Becau.ce the format 
of the responses was not specified, the questionnaire 
allowed greater flexibility in the r~sponees to the reasons 
for selecting these jobs. However, TABLE 15 showe that 
the percentages of subjects who gave the same first reason 
for choice and aspiration and for not expecting preference 
on both administerings of the questionnaire is quite high, 
although not as high as for £electing first choices, 
preferences and aspirations. 

Overall, the data collected to tect reliability, 
euggests that most subjects have a fairly reliable 
Eelection for their first choice and that the kindF ot 
reasons given are also quite reliable. There is less 
reliability in the number of reasons given for choices. 
The comparable data for rreferences and aspirations is much 
less reliable~ However, for choices, preferences and 
aspirations, the numbers of selections and the number of 
reasons are few on both occasions. Certainly the data 
indicates that choices are more reliable than preferences 
which are more reliable than aspirations, It is to be expected 
that preferences and aspirations will be less reliable 
than choices, and in this respect the study has proved 
not only reliable, but valid, in that the different 
distinctions aeem to be made with understanding of their 
definitions by the subjects, 
B. l'he Present Study. 

The hypotheses of the present study tend to have 



been to varying dec;rees, confirmed. 
1) Vocational choicee, vocational preferences and 
vocational aspirations are three distinct categories able 
to be dirtinguished ac early af". age 11. The die:tinctions 
between vocational choice, vocs.tional preference and 

vocational aEpiration appear to have been made quite 
rN1dily.. ':''he amount of overlap in the f:election of 

choices, preferences and aopirationF was very 8mall in all 
age/r.,ex groupf;., Cince it ic to be expected that for 
smr.e subject£ their choicest preferences and aspirations 
will be the 12ane or eimilart for example• in that an 
adoloecent may chooEe, prefer and aspire to become a 
doctor, anc this may be a rea.listic choice for the 
adolescent, it would appeor that the overlaps that have 
occurred. do not repre£'cnt necei:::r:arily a failure to 
diztinguiE;h between choice£', preferences and af:pirations. 
Certainly• there were no reported difficul ti PE' in undE·r

standing the dir:tinctione, and cla!"f' teRchfirf' were aEked 
to be awt1re of thr.:so. 

[uch a diEtinction then, would not only seem to be 
desirable in terms of clarifying what is meant when 
adoleccentc are arkf:'d what they want to do on leaving 
school, or ~ome other sirr.ilar que~tion, for the adole~cents 
themsclvec, but also for research, where, as has already 
been discus~ed, the proliferation of meanings applied to 
the term vocational choicet where they are in fact applied 
at nll, h0B made it virtually impossible to co~prehend 
what many research€·rs are discussing, particularly when 
comparisons arf.:: being :-nade of different research. 'I'hus, 

the malting of the dictinctionr, is clearly u~eful and 
important. 

The hypothes1B that ther~e distinction£ are a.ble to be 

made ac early as age 11, eeem1:: to have been supported., 
'!here does appear to be a Flightly greater overlap 

between choices and preferenceE, choices and a~piration£, 
and preferoncc,s and aspir.s.tione for 11 yenr old malec, 

than any other age/Fex group, (1ABLE 2. ), particularly 
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for pre-ferenceE .anc' aspiratlon£., This cannot be explained 

in termE of a lac~ of knowledge of the variety of jobs 
available, since the data in rI'ABLL 5 showE that these 

children can make ae wide a variety of job selectionr as 
a.ny others. Eince the only overlap in 2electionr: that 
waE unusually great wa£ that betwAen the 11 year old 
ffiale£~preferencez and acpirationE 1 it would seem 
rca.sonable to conclude that there males ma;-ce more 

rt:·alic tic pre ferEnces and aspirationc:, or that they still 
perceive theEe preferences and aepiration~ ae being 
capable of being attained., Perha.pr: both these would 
apply. Eome examples of the!"e af'pirationF nrc C'ity 

Council workers and. f,n·m hand, both of which are able to 

be attain0d, if desired, by moBt people ae f;:lr ar, ability 

ic concerned... :)n the oth,:-r hand, son:e of ther:e 

aaoleccentF put their choices aF realistic jobs, but 
seem to combine their prefcr€nCef' and eepirntionr:: some

what. However, apart from theF~ relatively minor 

incident£ of overlap, the di~tinctionc appear to have 
been made quite clearly. 
2) -"t any age- level, tht:> rvcrar;e nu.r.1b,:r of choices, as 

pell as preferences ~nd a£ irationG will be few (define~ 
as ler-c than ore ual to 5) .. The percentagec of subjects 
who selected leEs than or equal to 5 choiceF, preferences 

and aspirationc ere 85, 92 and 93 reE:pectively. In fe.ct 

6F; of subjectr made lesc- than or equal to 3 choice£::: .. 

~he 0nly age/sex group that, on the average, Eelected 
greater than 5, was 12 ye~r old female choices, at 5.07 .. 
With the overall average number of choiceF, preferences 
and a£piratione being 3.36, 3.02 and 2e71 re£pectively, 
it does f:eern reasonable to conclude that with the criteria 
of few being lose than or equal to 5, the hypothesis 
that the average number of choicer:, })references and 

aspirationE at any aci;e level will be few, har: been 
Etrongly supported. 

Not only is this cmall number of r·election~ in each 

age/:::ex group intereFting, but also the curV<"' the.t 

, ..... , ______ ,, ___________ , ___ _ 
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emerges in FIGURE 1. Rather than the number being 
gradually reduced over time, the results suggest an 
inverted U pattern for each of the choices, preferences 
and aspirations at each age level. There is some 
deviation from this when the data is differentiated 
for sex, but the general pattern is still evident. 
For choice• preference and aspiration there is a slight, 
but perceptible increase in the number of selections 
from age 11 to about 13 or 14• and then a similarly 
slight but perceptible decrease from these ageB to 16. 
What is interesting is that the average numbers 
selected at 16 are remarkably similar to those at 11 
for choice, preference and aspiration. This is 
quite at variance with traditional curves, particularly 
that of Gesell et al. (1956) whose least number or 
selections occurs at 13, whereas in the present study, 
the overall maximum is at 13. 

This curve could perhaps be explained by the ~chool 
in which the study was done* It was a Form 1 to Form 7 
school, which had been opened for about 12 months. Most 
of the 13 and 14 year olds were in the third form, or 
at the beginning of the high school part of this school* 
Such a move may have prompted these adolescents to 
•broaden their horizons', now they were secondary school 
students. However, they were able not only to dietinguish 
between choices, preferences and aepiratione, but al~o 
to rank them. Thus, it appears they did have fairly 
definite ideas about their vocations. Perhaps too. they 
were becoming more aware of the variety of jobs 
available and were including in their list of selections 
some newly discovered jobs. Whatever explanation is 
offered, the fact remains that what is being discussed 
is merely relative differences and that theEe differences 
are very small. Certainly there is.not a continuous 
reduction in the number of choices, preferences and 
aspirations over time, or for that matter, in the 
combination of all three. 
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3) 'I'here will be many different .:tinds of jobs selected 
at each a1;;e level. An examination of the number of 

different :dude of job£ Ee:li::,ctecl at E:ach age level for 

choic€H·, preference£ anc a.spirce,tion£ reveals an int Pref ting 

tr~:ma. 0,';hile there were many different kindr: of jobs 

r- electeil at all age levels for er1ch of tte cubject r: 
firFt choice, preference ano aEpiration, there were 
conGiderably fewer firct choices srlected by females, 
at c.111 a.gr=:, levelr. than by :nale~:. ;uch a finding would 

tend. to 1:;upport making thr diE.:tinction between choicer, 
pref(:;rencc£ and aspirations C,: .. !:LLl:.. 5.,)., overall, when 

the number of different jobs selected ar first ch~ice• 
pr~: f!?rencc r;11d aErira tion ir:: di vicicd by thE, nur1bcr of 

t ubjectr:, femtilec:: tfmd to selr•ct about 62<- the range of 
same 

range of a~pir~tion£ a~ males. The ranee for m~leF at 
e~ch of choicee, proferenceF and aFpiration~ i~ similar 

in nwJber, but f_or femeler- it gradt..ally increa.see through 

preferf.·ncc an<l az:,piration until it almo£t equals the 
male£ at aspirations. 

Ee~•ring in mind the definition£ of choice, preference 
anc .su' 1-;ire.tion, a likely explanation emf~rger·. ~-here are 
mar.y different kindr of jobE: female~ dr1;,r,1m about doing, 

a.nd tl1t,r0 o.re even many jol)B femalef· feel they are 

capable of doing and would like to do, but mainly because 
of the expected cultural role of th€ female to get 

married ,:,nd have a fmnily, they d~ not. Howevf•r• when 

females consider the jobs they are Lloct likely to end up 
doing, then the rant;e if, c,::>nEic:.erably reduced, when 

changer. 1:.,eing made in atti tud£'E towarc r and op.9ortuni ties 
for wonE:n working ther€' i::: till a Ftrong tendency for 
femaler to choose more trw.::i tionally female job6. This 

.sugr;erts influcncei:.- are being brought to be[•r on girl£ 

to make them feel that they could not do trnditionally 

mnle jobr;. rf'hs reFul ti:: sug,;er·t that fNnalec nre 

choosinf: jobr th€\),' fed. morE' confident about attaining. 



This trend is evident at all age levels. 
This is seen in the actual kinf.e of jobe selected 

for choices, preferences and aspirations by both males 
and femHlec. ':'he only overlap in the data for males and 
females in the moBt popular choices, preferences and 
a.spirationc (TABLE 6) is that of' teacher and that only 
for Ht- year old preferences. The most popular choice 
for 11 year old males is builder, for 12 year olds, 
farmer, 13's farmer and architect, 14's farmer and 
architect, 15 9 s chef or cook, 16 1 s accountant. ~echanic 
or the navy and there waf: no popular choice for 17 year 
olds. There were, however, very few subjecte at this 
~ge level. Thece jobs, except for builder are popular 
with a greater percentage of the subjectc in this study 
than that of those who hold these jobs in New Zealand, in (1971), 
(N. z .. Yearbook, 1975). This may suggest that the 
choices are unrealietic, and it iE likely that for some 
of these subjects this may be so .. Howev~r, apart from 
architect, and perhaps farmer, the~e most popular jobe 
are hardly one, with very high prestige value and high 
financial rewarde, or which require considerable skills 
and intelligence. It iE not evident from the data why 
thef'e jobF were chosen so frequently .. Reasons given 
for farming often involved the fact that the father or 
a relative owned a farm. For architect, reaeons given 
were ability or intere£t in this area. Certainly there 
appeared to be no reaBon why these adolescents Fhould 
not attain these jobs other than lack of availability~ 
The moct popular preferAnce and aspiration generally 
reflect3an orientation towards being realistic about not 
getting them. Many males prefer and aEpire to such jobs 
a£ doctor, pilot, profeEsional sportsman and millionaire, 
but because the2e are preferences and aspirations they 
appear to accept that they are most unlikely to end up 
doing them. 

A similar pattern emerees for femaleR,. They tend 
to chooce jobc n:.ost corr.monly attained by femaler:, e-uch 
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as hou£ewife 1 nurse, teacher, secretary, shop assistant, 
typist and office worker., Younger females tend to choose 
the first three above, with the older females selecting 
the latter jobs in great~r numbers., Again, these 
figures, apart from housewife, are greater than the 
number of workers employed in such jobs in 1971, (N.,Z., 
Yearbook, 1975)., This, like the malest ma:y indicate a 
lack of realisn in choices for some of these adoleEcents. 
But the data does not indicate any reaeon for this, and 
apart from availability,. there appears to be no real 
re&$Oll why these females could not attain ther:e jobs., 
They are not tho usual glamour jobs such as air hostess 
and filmstar, which were popular selections for 
preferences and aspirations. 

'l'hus, eo:me male£: a.nd females are selecting choices 
that because of l~ck of availability they will probably 
not attain. 'rhere iF no indication that theFe children 
are not capable of attaininc thee.e jobs in terms of 
ability, therefore it is most likely that it if'.' a lack 
of knowledge or awarene£e of the availability of some 
jobc that ca.uEoeF the£e children to select euch jobs. 
Further reBearch iE needed to determine the extent of 
knowledge of ave.ilability of jobst particularly the most 
popular ones. 
4) At any age level, the average number of reasons 

ven for selectin the !irEt choice and as iration and 
jor not ex acting the first preference wi.11 be few 
,( defined as lees than or equal to 5),. The average 
number of reasons selected for choices, preferences and 
ae:pirations at ell age levels was few., The maximum 
avers.ge was for 14 year old females choices (2.38) and 
this was lesB than half the maximum of the definition of 
'few' as lees than or equal to 5. ThiE would tend to 
suggent that subjects do have a few fairly ~pecific 
reasons why they choose, prefer and aspire to a job. 

5) There will be many different kind£ of reason.s given 
for the firet choice and as iration and note ecting 

MAs::;:,;y u;..;iv:~:,sn-y 
LIBRARY 
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the first reference, at each age level. It appears 
however, that the range of reasons is quite wide. For 
both sexes, at all age levels► and for choices, preferences 
and aspiratione the number of different reasons was at 
leact a third,and usually more than one half,the number 
of subjects in thHt age/sex group. There appears to be 
a slight tendency for the number of reacons given to 
increa.t.:,e with each ags level. 'I-his increat::e is most 

marked for choiceE: at ages 16 and 17. This could be 

explained by the fact that ther,e subjects will most 
probably h~ve pasr-ed School Certificate and University 
Entrance examinations, and are preparing for a very 
specific job, probably profeseional, and have more 
awarenees of the specific needs that are to be fulfilled 
for themselves in these jobs, and these needs may be 
quite di verse. 11he actual reasons given by 16 and 17 

year olds tend to chow a greater awareness of others, so 
that they are more likely to put their reasons as being 
'hel:p otherc• and •meet others' than are younger subjects. 

This increase in the variety of r~asons given with 
increa£ing age could be accounted for in tE·rms of the 
adoiesccnts becoming more aware of v,hy they chooce certain 
jobs. Younger adolescents may not be all that aware of 
why they make a choice, :preference or aspiration, 
particularly choices, but w:ith increa£ed age they come 
to an increased av;arenees of why they make e:uch choices. 
It could alco be that the children are better able to 
expresr.: themscl ves a(; they get older. Overall however, 
thE:rr:, is a tendency for certain reaf;OUE; to be more 

popular than otherc, at Gll age levels., For choices 
and aspirations the most popular are 'good pay• and 
'liking the job 1 , either or both of ·uhich were given as 

reo&ons for choices and aspiration::- by at lear:t 5Cf" of 

subjects in most age/sex groups. An 'interest• in the 
job was selected by ap::proxil'!lately 20~~ for choicee in most 

age/sex groups. Other reasons given as outlined in 
'.iABLl.. 9., show that for different agc/se,~ groups, some 



reasons are ■ore popular than others, 
The reasons given tena to be reasonable and 1·etlect 

an awareness of what ie behind the selection of the 
choice, preference and aspirationt although this 
awaJ:>enees probably increases with age. Certainly very 
few subjects did not give at least one reason for 
choices. 

:rnterect!ng trends are apparent from TABLE 10, 1n 
the reasons given tor not expecting to do the preferences. 
At all age/sex groups subjects gave no reason for not 
expecting their first pr&terence. In s!)lle cases subjects 
gave reasons why they preferred their preference, but 
not why they did not expect to ente~ it. Theee subjects 
were classified ~e having no reason• although this was 
really en inappropriate reason• probably due to not 
clearly following instructions. Many subjects, eEpecially 
females• reel they lack certain personal qualities 
essential to the job1 such as •not strong enough• and 
•too quiet•• Older males and femalsa soe the 'lack of 

available positions'• 'la.clt ot qunl:!.:fications• and •too 
much study• as being important reasons. This would tend 
to suggest that there is an increasing awareness with 
age of why subjects t1ade their preferences and why they 
dO not expect to enter them♦ 
6) Thero w:i.ll be s1 Ueant differences due to s-0x. 
There werea number o! differences due to sax. For the 
number of cho~ces, preferences and aspirations. the 
differences were most marked at 12 years. No really 
plausible explanation or tld.s is apparent from the data. 
Since the females choee1 preferred and aspired to sig

nificantly" more jobs than the males• it can 'be assumed 

that these females a.re becoming more awa~e of the rallge 
ot jobs available and which &re quite likely to be 
attained. llowever, such a great number would tend to 
indicate that theee females are not yet decided on any
epec1!ic job1 but are keeping their options open. There 
is no evidonce from the data to suggest that the choices 
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are not realL tic, in that they are not within the 

capabilitit,c:: of tho fc,maler, but further reF.earch in this 

area could be fruitful. 

'.' hilc th,.::rc may be few 1::m: difference£ with ror pect 

to the nurr.bcr of jobr,, there i2 a very intercEting 

pat t rn in tht:: :~.vcr<-ge nwnber of different lr..indr of jobr: 

relectcc;., :•':alcT tend to make a grr,ater range of choicos, 

a rlightly creatcr range of preferenc!.:c.io:; anc: :,,,n alc.ost 

si:r:ilar rangE· of acpirationf, to femaleF.:., Thit: sum::er::ts 

t .. riu. t. feel they have a great ranee of jobs 
open to the~, in so far 2r they can re~eonatly expect to 

end up doing them. 'thiB iE :1ot quite zo :ror prefcronces 

and Dc:.pira.:.ions. -h~t female£, <Jo n-c thif' much narrower 

ren;c i.E: un\:eretandable in the light of the traditional 

view e> f womf2n anL' work, but this neec. not apply torlay. 

Th~r0 ic, it appeGr~, a nesd for cducatinc fcmoleP to be 

itorc r.> tcririr1.t,.:; to make preferences an(: E·omc a.spira::ions 

beco~e the jobs they actually choo2e ant ventu3lly 

at: • 

,r,elcctco by :rude! an~; .fcmalec ac their firct choice, 
;n +1i 0 "'amnl 0 

""""-~..;·,.,~-·-:! .. Ct ........... "'i ~~;,..,p,-:,:t""' y..;,...,_vt'tl_r·.-r-.T;"5.;;:/t ..... ¥1 ti"\ ~~:.lat . b .?;'rt:.1.>. ... ~•.-.1C·., --·~G •-,tl ....... , .. v..LOn. ,.e .•. c:t~v,._,/ eu<.. V ,..,(: •.. c JO£ 

which a;r,r;• tra: 1itionall:; thoFe jobt· 2elected by fe:nnliz.s, 

e .. G. nur: 1.::, t1;:acher • houi:cwife, t:ecr: tary. ','.Jhile r.uch 

dif .::r:r,· 11cr r a.rr unLcr1-tandable [;md probcbly wii:e in come 

re~pectf, bccau~e of job availability and family 
co .:::itmentr, there doei: a,ppco.r to 'tc c8ncic:erably ::::ore 

education of fErr:.alec needed ln. the kine.Ls of jobs avnileble 

nu1;ibcr w::H low, al though overall there were ;;:lightly 

mor~, reD onr:0 t:;i vc n for pre :::·cro1cc· E and a~pirationE than 

choicri ::~.. '~hir.:: iF.: : .. o:·t lil:ely £0 becauc-,e maler- te;1d to give 

a gr, titer variety of firr·t choiceE:, but not firr:t 

in kinui: of jobs ic mor:t likely to re£:ult in a E7reeter 

-------~---· 



rango of ~incs of rea,on~ for these jobs. 

':'her,, are come apparent differences in the lE=!SS 
reasons 

popular / tv,rcen :aale:£ anr: fEmale::,. ::'emalec: tend 

to giv 'involver.: children• and. 'taking the courre at 

Echool' ac reor one: for tt.eir choicer, more often than 

malE~. , alee r;;ore ,Jftcn th.:;n ff~malu3 cite 'involves 

outdoorE' ac a reaEon for choice£. For aspiration~ ~nd 

EOrnetimcr: choicer.:, ferr::e.les :·1orc frequently th~,\.n males 

give tinvolvec animalB', 'travel', •meeting people' and 
1 frn'.ls I E.!f: rear.:on.s. Far not cxpr·cting their preferencer;, 

fcr:1e.J.e E ;wre o ftE:n than male c five reaf:on2 FUch as 'lack 

of intcllectu:11 ability•, 'do not lLrn sorae aspect of it', 
'physical handicap• e.g. 'too 2hort', 'not pretty 

enough'. : cler: more often than fel!lalc"s give a£ rcaf:·one 

for n,::>t expecting their preferc-ncce, 'leek of finance', 

•too much £tudy involved'. Generally theFe differences 

beb:Gcr:. the ce:,.0£ for choicer: Dnd aFpirationc and for 

not ev ctinc prefer~nces reflect the traciti0nal roles 
ar.critr,d ta fernalu : n,! m.:01€£. In a changing r,i tua tion 

in the world. with regard to women and work• the retult£ 

eug ~t that ar.angementc chould be made for wonen to be 

bet~'. r informed about the opportunities available to them. 

r-11e dnt.r generally tend,ecI to support the hyp~the~is 

th~t vocati0nal choice is realistic frox the age of 11 

a) It appearc that children can JistinguiEh between 

vocational choice, voc&tionDl pre;fercnce and 

vocntional aLpiration from azt 11. 
b) lie number of vocational choices at each age level 

ir:! few (defined ac leef, than or equal to ,5). 

c) :ht-
. . . .,.. 
it.l.IlC,C or vocational choice£ at each age level 

are rr.any and varied. 
d) The i•dnde of r,sasonE for vocc.tionr:l choices at each 

ac:,e leYel ~rs !1,any anc:. varied. 
e) ,·her<:· w::•,:_· £'Jme c,vidence th?.t thi:2 c;ata wac. reliable" 

?,IoEt of the specific hypothep,e:::, a:;:pear to have, been 

support€6, to FQme deP.ree at learct. 



1) Adole8c~nts do appear to be able to make the 
distinction between vocational choice, vocational 
preference and vocational aspire.tion, as outlinec. 
in this ctudy!I fror.1 about age 11,. 

2) At any age lnvel the average number of choicee, 
preferences t,nd aspirations is few (defined ac le.e-s 

than or equal to 5). 
3) There are many different kinds of jobs Belected at 

each age level. 
4) The average number of reasons given for £electing 

the first choice and aspiration and for not expecting 
the first preference is few (defined as lesr-:· than 

or equal to 5)., 
5) There are many different kindt'. of reaBons given for 

selecting the firct choice and aspiration and for 
not expecting the firFt preference at each age level. 

6) There are differences between the sexes in the actual 
kinds of jobs and reasons given, though generally not 
in the average numbert: of selections of choicee:, 
preferences and aEpir;:-tions Pnd the numbers of 
reasons for these. Both r;exee appeAred to distinguish 
between the terms vocational choice, vocational 
preference and vocational aspiration~ 

CONCLUSI0N.S: 

1. The Number of Choices Selected. 
'fichereaG the traditional theories suggest •many' 

choicec are made by younger children and that the number 
1£ gradually reduced with increasing age to 'few*, the 
preeent study supports trends, impled in the literature 
by showing the number of vocational choice~, as defined 
by the precent study is 'few• (lesB than or equal to 5), 
at !':ill age levels. 'IhiE euggef'ts that continuity aF an 
aepect of the vocational choice process is not supported. 
It alno suggest£ that children realize from an early age 
that they arc limited, for a number of reasons in the 
kindE of jobe they can expect to attain, even though 
the range of jobs available today is many thousands. 
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2. :he Kinde of Choices Selected,. 
Vocational choices are many and varied and generally 

different from vocational preferences anc vocational 
aspirations. There are come jobs more popular with 
different age levels and some selected by a greater 
percentage of the £Ubjects than the percentage of the 
population as a whole employed in such jobs, but no 
indicationz are apparent suggesting ther:e young people 
are not capnble of attaining EUch jobs• apart from their 
availability,. This suggeBts that come individuals are 
unaware of the lack of availability of evcm much less 
prestigeoue and poorer paid jobs. Education in this area 
is seemingly lacking. 
3. ?he Number and Kind of Reafcons Given for the Choicee. 

?hese appear to be cany and varied, end generally 
different from those for aspiration£ and for not 
expecting preferences, although there are r-ome con£iderable 
similarities between those for choices and aspirations. 
'::.-hey tE:nd to re fleet a realir:tic approach and certain 
reacone are more popular with different age levels. 
There is an indication that younger children, while quite 
reali~tic about their vocational choiceE, are perhaps 
not fully aware as to the rear:onE' behind them. A greater 
awe.reness of these reasonr: come£· with increa£ing age .. 
4. 'Ihe Differences Between the Choices of !·~aler:- and 

Females. 
The diffE}rences outlined, generally reflect, it 

would seem, a tendency for female£. to give evidence for 
being discriminated against. r.::he traditional concept!?' 
of women as •mother' and 'wife', and •working only until 
has children', appear to be iar from dead. 
5. Theories of Vocational Choice. 

These are many and varied and come from a number of 
different disciplines, e.g. psychology, education, 
sociology and economics. 7he most popular and influential 

of thece seem to have been the psychological• in 
particular the developmental and self theories. 7hese 



theories seem to asawae that vocational choice, as part 
of oYerall development ie a process• which hae as some 
of its key aspects the eontinUity and exclusiveness ot 
nature of this process. In terms of the number of 
vocational choices made at each age le•el, and the 
extent to wb1.ch the choices are realistic these aspects 
are not eupported• thus putting to question the mo.re 
influential theories ot vocational. choice. 
6,, The Importance ot Vocat1ona1 Choieee., 

106. 

With the advent of increased leisure and a tendency 
tor work to be a leee important factor in the liv~s of 
many people1 this not only puts into que~tion the 
theories of vocational choice which ecphaeize the 
importance or the making of a vocational choice, but also 
whether or not this will be needed to be made at all. 
If in the tuture many people will not onl7 not have to 
work, but also be unable to find work if they want it• 
they will be unable or t.1nd it unnecessary to ma..Jte a 
vocational. choice., For the present it seems that moet 
adolescent~ do make a choice and that this tends to be 
made at an early age on quite a realist~e bard.&. 

It seems that most adolescents choose a job the7 
like and tor which they can get rea~onably w&ll paid, 
but few aeck a job for its intrinsic rewards or for some 
concept of 'selt-actualization•. Howaver, to the extent 
that they are aware of the realities of vocational choice, 
than thoy will probably be satisfied. Certainly they 
do not appaar to be overly perturbed by the process of 
vocational choice nnd S8em to make th~ir choices quite 
readily. Considoring the changing emphasis on work and 
lf!isu.re t jf; would seem eensiblo to pursue means of 
enabling people t~ develop life plans that do not 
overemphasize work, but which integrate both work and 
leisure into a harmonious life style. Change doen 
appear to be nece£eary and education seem~ to be the Jl/ey 

of mald.n5 it. 
7. Defining Vocational Choice. 

A vocati•onal choice ie not a vocational preference 





Further research is needed to explore some of the 
trends suggested by this study. 
- Longitudinal studies are needed to establish more 

definitely the 'reality• of the vocational choices 
made at age 11, in terms of actual attainment. 

- More reliable measures of the extent to which early 
vocational choices are realistic, would be useful. 

- PropOE;als regarding theories which are not just of 
vocational choice, but of life styles involving work 
and leisure and continuing throughout the lifespan, 
are necessary. 

- Yurther ree:earch on the place of work in the liveE of 
women is urgent, coneifering changing world trend£. 

toa. 



APPENDIX. 

QUESr:l.1 IONlu-1.IRE. 
Vocational Choices, Preferences and Aspirations. 

Surna1ne. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • First names .. . , .............•..•. 

Age(years) •••• Date of birth .•• / •• / •• T_oday's Date .• / •• / •• , 
School/ Collese. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IVprm. . . . • sex . ..... . 

Occupation of a)Father ....•.•••..••• b)Mother .•.......••••• 

INSTRlJC'.rIONS: 
It h,as been suggested that there are three different 

ways people look at jobs. They are called ChOIC 
PREJ!~JmENCJ~S and ASPIRATIONS. 

Choices refer to the jobs you expect you will most 
likely end up doing. Preferences refer to the jobs yo11 
like and could possibly do, but for various reasbns, you 
do not expect to end up doing. Aspirations refer to the 
jobs you would do, if by some magic you could do any jobs 
you wanted. . 

You are to list all your job choices, job ~references 
and job aspirations in the three separate lis_ts provided. 
Then you are to rank each list in the space provided. 
This means that for choices place 1 beside the job you 
expect you are most likely of all to end up doing, 2 
besirte the second most likely job, and so on. For 
preferences and aspirations place 1 beside the job you 
like most of all, 2 beside the second most liked job, and 
so on. NUMDiR ALL JOB~ IH iACH LIST. 

UHUICBS , Y. K~.B1J~.l;{,i.,;lWBS A.3:Pll\ATIONS 

What are the What are the ilhat are the 
!Rank jobs you are Rank jobs you like Rank jobs you 

most likely and could wo:uld do if 
to do? possibly do, by some magic 

but don't you could do 
expect to do? any job you 

wanted? 

\ 



1 10. 

List your answers to the questions below, in .the 
spaces provided. Then, for each list, rank the answers 
you jave, in the order of how important you feel they 
are for you. The most important reason you gave as an 
answer, is to be ranked 1, the second most important 2, 
and so on for each of the three lists. Put these 
numbers in the columns provided. RANK ALL TllB Rl~ASONS 
IN l~ACH LIST. . 

,vhat are the }'or what What are the 
reasons for reasons do you reasons for 

Rank selecting Rank not expect to Rank selecting 
your first ena up doinB your first 
CHOICE? your first ASl)IRATION? 

]?RE:l!'ERENCE? 

I 
( 

' 

' 

\ 

\ 

I 
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